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SUMMARY.

" This thesis considers onìy two aspects of the whole area of
Computer Assisted Instruction.

The first area is the design and Ímplimentation of a practicaì
C.A.I. System. TfÌis system was designed to support up to five hundred

consoles, and an experimental impìimentation was carrÍed out on the

control Data 6400 computer at the university of Adelaide. The

experimentaì system, which involved some sixteen thousand cards of source

program' as well as several thousand more cards in off-line supporting

programs' was developed between 1967 and 1969, with minor mod.ifications

and extensions since then. The descrìption of this system covers both

its external features and the major aspects of the internal organìsation;

aìthough some of this work has been described in the papers perry and

Lee ( L29l , 1969) perry (Psl , 1969) and Lee ( [16], rgTr), much of the

internal description appears for the first time in this work.

The second area is the problem of answer comparison which

arises when the student ìs allowed freedom to construct his obrn responses.

These prob'lems do not arise in the simp'le multipìe choice response

situation, but it is felt that it is in many situations desirable to
ask the student to construct a response, rather than to mereìy select
one of a number of alternatives. This freedom and the resu'ftant require-
ments for comparison, raise basic phiìosophicaì questions in the nature

and processing of meaning. it would be all too easy to consider onìy

the phíìosophy,or to iEnore the phiìosophy and concentrate soleìy on



the practical aspects of the prob'lem, and it is hoped that a balanse

between these two extremes has been achieved.

Starting from a discussion of the nature of meaning, a genera'l

structure for a'language model is proposed, and some theory reìating

to it is developed. A particular form for this mode'l yields a sub-

.class which are termed'language interpreters, and jt is shown that

these can lead to a practical method of comparìng meaning. It is

also shown that'language interpreters.can be related to the work of

Osgood et.al " (lZA), 1957) who described 'in a practicaì situation some

of the language behaviour predicted by the model
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THE ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY C.A.I. SYSTEM.

i. O INTRODUCTION

Some'information about the Adelaide UniversÍty computer-

assisted instruction (c.A.I.) system has already been published

(perry & Lee, Lzgl, 1969; perry, T_zgl,1969; Lee [to], tgTt) but these

descriptions concentrate main'ly on the external features and the author

language, and contain little detail of the structure and operation of

the system itself,. This system represents the first attempt at large

scale C.A.I. in Austral'ia, and it is therefore worthwhile to record

some of the internal features of it; I shall thus g'ive a brief summary

of the overall system, outline some of the reasoning which led to its
final form, and describe some of íts major mechanisms.

The system design !',as commenced in 1967; des'ign and initial
implimentation were substantialìy completed by the end of 1968, with

minor impnovements being added duning 1969. As will be pojnted out

during the descniption of it, this impìimentation does not include a'll

features taken into account in the design; some,teatures are entirely

absent, while others are present in a restricted form onìy"

The design and impìimentation of the systern has been a jo'int

effort with K.c. Lee. Although we both contributed to alì phases of

the work, Lee concentrated main]y on the development of the author

lanEuage assembler, operator display processon, and disc driver, as well

as several smallen routines in the system, while I was
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mainly responsìble for the systern loaders, monitor, central program

and other equipment drivers.

The system was designed for, and ìmpìimented on a Control

Data Corporation 6400 computer[6Jusing both the existing hardware

and an interface and C.A.I. consoles designed spec'ifical'ly for the

project. At the time impìimentation was commenced, the computer lvas a

mìnimum configuration with 32K of 60 bit memory for the central pro-

cessor, ten autonomous peripheral processors, each with 4K of 12 bit

memoryra mass storage disc with a capacity of appnoximately a half

million bits, a twir¡ screen display console, and s'ix magnet'ic tape

drives; it also included a card reader, card punch incremental pìot-

ter, and two line-printers, but these are not dìrectìy relevant to

the system. It was running under the manufacturers operatìng system

SCOPE 2; this was changed to SC0PE 3 about ha]f-way tht"ough the pro-

gramming of the C.A.I. System.

In the description of the C.A.I. system hardware and soft-

wane features of the computer will be outlined where relevant; further

detail can be found.in the rnanufacturers manuals.

1.1 GENERAL DESiGN PHILOSOPHY

The fjrst nrajor decision in the design was to produce a

stand-alone, dedicated syst,em. There were severai T"easons fon th'is.

First, s'ince the des'ign of the console controller was based

on a maximum of 512 student consoles, 'it was feit that there would

be no need to run normal jobs ìn parallel wjth C.A.l. courses,
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and that the memory space, a'lready bareìy large enough for effect'ive

operation of the manufacturer's system, would not permìt it.
The SCOPE 2 operating system made very inefficìent use of

the disc, in particular permittinE only sequential files with forward

lìnking, so that even a simple backspace operation requjred the whole

file up to that point to be searched. Disc accesses were not scheduled

to minimise unneccessary track changes, so that paging student work-

spaces onto disc would have resulted in a major bottleneck.

Finally, SCOPE 'is a batch processing system, and not readily

adaptable for provìding facilities for interactive programming.

It was thus felt that the modifications needed to adapt the

SCOPE operat'ing system would require more effort than starting from

scratch, with very f ittle benefit to be gained"

The introduction of SCOPE 3 d'id in fact overcome some of

these object'ions; it included an optimìsìng disc request processor

and permitted very effìcient use of the disc; it also included an inter-

active pnogramnrìng package the response of which, however, gives

adequate justification to the final point rnade above. The rnain advant-

ages that were gained from SC0PE 3, from the poìnt or v'iew of the C.A.I.

systern, were the more powerful program ìibnary maintenance facilitjes

an¡d considerably more powerful assembler.

There are many peop'le invojved in the use of, a C.A"I.system

and the requirements of each class of user rnust be taken into account,

difficult thouSh it is to predict ail of the requirements jn
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advance.

Authors require a powerful, flexib'le course language,

giving fu11 control of the capabilities of the student console and the

presentation of the course material, the abiìity to perform calcula-

ti ons, the abi I i ty to off er successi ve'ly more detai'led hi nts to a

student experiencing difficulty'with a question, and the ability to
set time lìmits if it is so desired. , The ability to branch between

parallel segments of a course, and to skip forwards or backwards,

depending on the responses of the student, is required, and multimedia

presentation facilities are highly desirable. For preparing courses,

authors need convenient methods for submitting an jnitial draft, and

on-line facil'ities for check'ing and editing. Detailed statistics of

student progress are needed to assist in course revision.

Students want data output and computer response to input

to be fast, so that they do not spend a lot of time waiting for

material to appear. They need the ability to correct typing errors in

their responses, the ability to control the presentation of material

to some extent - in particular, to be able to stop the programme at

any po'int and receive he1p, e'ither from pnepared material in the course

ol', if necessary, from a supervisor - and the ability to ask for

revision of previous material before commencjng a new session. The

abii'ity to use the computat'ional power of the computer through the

console ís also desÍF,ôble.

Supervisors want to be ab1e to retnieve from the system

sumrnaries of ind'ividual student's proEress. During the time that a
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student is interacting with the system, the superv.isor, who may be

physicaì]y distant from the students under h'is care, should be able

to carry on a conversation with any student through the consoles,

control devices on the sùudent's console, change the position of the

student within the course and, after terminat'ing direct contact with

the student, receive a log of the student,s position and response

to questions as he proceeds.

Administrators and operators want automatic collection of

accounting statistics, and a system which requ'ires little intervention

durìng operation. The system should be easy to shutdown at the end of

a run, and to restart after a failure.

The system was des'igned in a modurar form, so that, aìthough

not all of these features are present in the'initial ìmp]imentation,

most of them can be added without major changes to the rest of the

system

I.2 FR0M THE AUTHOR'S VtrEt^lP OINT.

The present implirnentation does not have on-line author

facilities, aìthough an author can ìog into the system to check his

course, and a command is provided to enable him to reposition

himself within the course while checkïnE it.
courses are prepared and punched on cards for process.ing

onto tape under the normal batch pnocessing system. The course assembler

is ìn two passes, the first being an'input formatting pass, and the

second the actual assembly; thus adapting the assembler for alterna_
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tíve input medìa jnvolves only the writing of a new formattjng program

and it would be poss'ible to write a pre-processor to handle correct'ions

entered on a console and saved on tape. It would be a major task to

adapt the course assembler to run as part of the C.A.I. System, a'lthough

thìs could be done.

The author ìanguage is unique to the system; although

adding to the prolìferat'ion of course ìanguages is undesir able from

several points of vjew, the most important being the resulting restric-

tions on the interchange of programmes between systems, jt was felt
that COURSEWRITER, (see e.g.[10] ) tfre most widely used C.A.I. language,

while being simple to learn and use, d1d not incorporat.itt the features

that were ment'ioned in the previous subsection. The system author

language may be briefly characterised as an extension of COURSEWRITER,

the major area of extension being the structure of the cuE sequence;

this does not, however, impìy that the resulting language is super-

ficially sìmilar to C0URSEWRITER, as may be seen by referrjng to Fìg.

L.9,2, where a short segment is shown.

The author language 'is extensive'ly descíbed by Lee (t16 l

197I, see chapter III and appendix A), and therefore will not be

further discussed here; subsection 1.9 gives details of the way'in

which the resulting object code language ìs processed by the system.

An impontant feature of the system is that it can'in

principìe hand'le more than one c.A.I. language; jt would be feasible

to have several different courses, in quìte di:fferent'languages, all

runn'ing at the same t'ime, although in the present ímp'limentat'ion oniy
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one language is provided.

The system dumps raw statistics, as requested by the

author; on a magnetic tape; these may then be extracted off-line in

any form requested by the author; in particular, it is possible to

obtain summaries of the progress of individual students, and also data

about individual courses, including unanticipated responses to a

question, and the time taken to answer a question.

1.3 FROM THE STUDENT'S VIEWPOTNT.

The student 'interacts with the system through a console.

The consoles were designed specifical'ly for the C.A.I. System, and con-

s'ist of a desk with an IBM Selectric I/0 writer built into the top;

the design included a slide projector and tape p'layer, but these were

not available on the consoles actualìy built.

Approaching any unused console, the student types the

command #L0GIN followed by his identification code; the system responds

with a reassuring message while it attempts to identify the student

by referring to its master file. When the record.ìs found, it js check-

ed for the number of courses for which the student js enrolled; jf he

is enrolled for more than one, he is asked to make a selectìon. 0n

selection of a course for whjch he is'enrolled, a¡'¡d which is available

in the system, the ìogjn phase ìs cornpìeted. The system pauses, with

an appropriate message, until the student types a#û0 cornmand.
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During most of normal course processing, the console

keyboard remains locked; this ís a hardware function designed to prevent

the accidental insertion of spurious characters into the printout, as

the printer, unlike a teletyperprints every character entered on the

keyboard. Courses are assembled so that the keyboard is unlocked

periodicaily, and should he wish to halt the presentation, he has

mere'ly to rest his hand on the "return" key; when the keyboard un-

locks, the null line transmitted will cause the programme to pause.

Student input to the system should a'lways be either an

answer to a question or a spec'ial command. Any message the student

types in is first checked to see whether jt is a command (all commands

commence with the character# ) and then to see whether a response

vvas requested; if neitheris the case, then the system pauses 'if the

message is a null line, and otherwise responds with an admonitory

message. Commands may be abbreviated to any extent, and the variety

available 'is dependent on the console status,

The student can readily correct typing errors on the

keyboard; a backspace removes one character, while an ! deletes the

whole line, causing an indication to be prìnted, and a carriage

return so that input stants on the next line. Messages are not recog-

nised by the system until the "ret,urn" key 'is pressed.

When the student compìetes his session, the command #

LOGOUT enables him to sjgn off from the systern; however since the

student is a'lways restarted at the beginning of a page on each

sess'ion, he is invited to continue and cornpleie the current pâge,
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thus avoiding repeat'ing portion of it; The sìgn off at the end of the

page is automat'ic. Should the student wish to leave the console

immediately he can force the logout by repeating the command.

Once the student has logged out, he should wait until the

master record is updated before continuing with that course, although

he may'log ìn for other courses during the same session. Master record

updating 'is done under the standard batch processing system.

I.4 ADMINISTRATION AND OPERATION.

The system js initialised by a "dead start" procedure

s'imilar to that of the standard SCOPE system: the system tape is

loaded on the appropriate tape transport, and the hardware automatic

load initiated.

It is possible at th'is stage to inìtiate any of a varìety

of programs; current'ly, the choice is between the system loader, which

initiates the ent'ire system from scratch, and a diagnostìc program for

the remote console mult'iplexor/interfacerbut a release version of the

system would also contain restart'ing loaders for recovery after a

fai I ure.

When system loading is compìete, courses must be copìed

onto the disc. Part of the system is a course loading program, which

reads courses from rnagnetìc tape, and writes them onto the disc,

creatjng at the same tirne two levels of directories - one for chapters,

and one for pages; this program is designed to permit the loadjng of

single named courses, or blocks of courses , from the tape file. r

It is convenient at this stage to assign the three tapes
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that the system requires when runn'ing; the first of these is the

student master tape, containing the codes and course enrollments for

all students recogn'ised by the system; the other two are used for the

saving of statistical and accountìng data. If these are not assìgned

at this stage, assignment wiìl be requested when they are needed, but

prìor assìgnment saves some time.

The final step ìs to assign the remote console driver, so

that students can access the system.

The system as it current'ly exìsts does not include provìsìon

for an operator initiated shutdown at the end of the run, but this

facility could be added; it wouìd probab'ly ìnvolve three stages, thq

f irst prevent'ing new students from sìgn'ing on the the system, the

second setting the flag for a logout at the end of the current page

and issuing a warning message to each console which is signed on, and

the final step, initiated 'immediately before the system is shutdown,

would be to log out any active consoles.

As was mentioned earlier, the restart'ing procedures have

not yet been'irnplimented. The addition of such procedures would not

involve any major probìems; during the loading procedure, the entìre

system is wrjtten on the disc'in para'llel with the loading, and thus

the central and peri phera'l programs coul d be restored f rom there; a'l so,

should the memory tables which define the status of every student and

console be destroyed, the disc areas which are used for swapping

student data bjocks (see 1.7) províde a very recent picture of each

consol ei acti v'ity.
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The two sets of data tapes are processed off-line, under

the normal batch-processing system. One tape gives data on course

behaviour and deta'ils of individual students progress, intended for

use by authors and course supervisors. The second contains accounting

information which is used to update the student master tape ready for

the next run.

1.5 GENERAL STRUCTURE.

The Control Data 6400 Computer System contains two distinct

types of computer; the central processor (C.P") is very fast, has a

large (60 bit) word length, and a wide range of arithmetic and logical
PeriPh¿l-al Pîêceâ'ors

instructions, but no access to peripheraì processors.^(PPs), of wh'ich

there ten, are much smaller and slowen, with limited arithmetico but

convenient access to peripheral devices through the twelve bi-

directional data channels, unlimited access to the memory of the cen'i:ral

processor, and complete control over the action of the centr"al

processor.

ïhe system thus works on a d'ivision of 'labour between the

central and peripheral processoì"s; this division is conceptuaì'ly

simiïar to that used by SC0PE, b*}' differs somewhat in the details.

The central processor schedules students f,or attentiono

processes courses and comnand_ words,and controls a'l"l messages to and

from the C.A.ï" consoles. Because of its rnore ef,ficient shifting and

rnasking instructions, it alro f,åi¿ies a b'it-table showing which d'isc

sectors are available f,or u¡se.
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Except during the hardware load sequence, it is not

possible to d'istingu'ish the ten peripheral processors, but.it is

convenient to follow the SCOPE practise of placing one of thern.in

control . Thus one of them, designated ppO, ìs loaded w.ith a mon.itor

program; this program maintains the real-time clock, and co-ordinates

the work of the other peripheral processors, actíng as an interface

between them and other segments of the system.

The system status is constanily dìsplayed on the twin-

screen operator console by a program running in Pp1. This program

also enables the operator to control the system by entering commands

through the conso'le keyboard.

All data transfers to and from disc are queued and

scheduled by a disc driver in PP9.

The rema'ining seven pen'ipheral processors form a poo'l

upon which the monitor can draw whenever necessary. Each has a small

resident program whích links it to the monitor through a communication

area in central mernory; on reql¡est from the mon'itor, this resident

program wììì load as an overlay (by comrnunicating with the disc driver

aìong a data channel) any of, the system]ibrany routines; when the

task is comp'Xete, the processor reti¡rns to the pool of fnee units.

txamples of these transient tasks are course loading, dumping statis-
ticai data from a rnemory buffer onto rnaEnetic tape, and performing

data transfers between central memory and the c"A.i. consoles. The

mechanism for assìgning pooì processors and interlocking their actjons

does not differ s'ign'ificantìy fro¡n that used by scOpt, and hence will
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not be further discussed.

1.6 THE C.A.I. CONSOLES

The C.A. I . Consol es and thei r mul ti pl exor/'i nterface were

des'igned by Dr. R.J. Potter, of the Adelaide University, and constructed

under hì s supervi sion.

The design prov'ides for consoles consisting of up to seven

independent ìnput or output units, but the four consoles actually

constructed contain only the typewrìter, which 'is accounted two units.

These typewriters are IBM Selectric I/0 hJriters; they type at over

fifteen characters per second. Data is transferred to and from these

'in "correspondence code", â Six bit code; however, case changes are

handled automatically by the console logic, an extra bit be'ing added

to the code for this purpose.

A group of up to e'ight consoles share a "local controller"

to which they are connected by a short daisy chained line. The local

controller transm'its and receives data from the transmissjon line,

acting as a relay between it and the consoles; it also poìls consoles

for keyboard data if a neject or status response is not to be returned,

transmitting either a data characten or a "no data" signa'l, and gener-

ates reject s'ignals for consoles which do not respond to the data

sent to them.

The rnultiplexor/interface is designed to send and recejve

s'ignals over up to sixty f,our transmission lines; these ljnes, which

ll'nk it with local controllers, may be of any length, so that the group
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of consoles could be scattered in many different locations; to allow

for differences in transmission rates, a status bit is set in the line

register if a reply has not been received from the local controller

by the time the driving periphera'l processor calls for it. So far,

onìy two l'ines have been bu'ilt.

The general structure of this equipment is shown in FìE.

1.6,1 and the data format in Fig. I.6"2. It is described in more

detaiì by Potter ( B0l , 1967).

There are three programs in the system which communicate

with this console complex, and a further program which simulates its

behaviour on the operators d'isplay screen.

The first of these programs is a hardware djagnostic for

the ìnterface ìtself. Because any adjustment or malfunction of the

interface can cause the periphera'l processor to hang up wìth no

possibi'lity of recovery without a new dead start, this is a stand-

alone program - one of the options of the system preloader is to load

this instead of the main system loader - and runs in two periphera'l

processors; one processor drives the interfaceo and the second rnainta'ins

a disp'lay of its status, so that when the drjver is hunE, it is st'ili
possible to see the last data transmitted. The pnograrn can send

funct'ions and data to the interface at various speeds, and input

data from it; although des'igned chìefly to test,the interface function

I 'im'i ted testi ng o'f the consol es i s al so possi bì e.

The second prograrn is used to check the 'indjvidual consoles

and runs as a transient job in two peripheraì processors under the
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C.A. I. System.

The third program is the remote console driver. Th'is

permits the central processor to communicate wìth up to the maxìmum

compìement of 572 conso,les, and runs in one periphera'l processor.

it continually checks the performance of the consoles, reportìng any

malfunctions to the operator; except ìn very severe cases, recovery is

automatic. Under thìs program, lim'ited testing of any one data

transmission lìnk is possible without affect'ing normal activity on the

other links. In order to allow for maximum transmission time with-

out sacrificing ìts cyc'le time, the program processes one set of input

data, producing a new set for-output, while the prevìous output data

is being transmitted; this avoids the processor being idle during the

.transmis-sion time, and them delaying the ìnterface wh'ile it prepares

new output data.

The driver communicates with the central processor through

a buffer in central memoçy, "Ihis -.has .one.{60 bit) "entry for each

console; any entry can contain up to three characters (see Fig. 1.6,3)

More detailed tables of console status are kept internally by the driver

Functions such as unit selection and changing ribbon colour

to red for ouÈput and black for input are ca¡ried out automat'ica11y by

the driver, which also locks the keyboard shor¡ld the central memory

buffer become full on 'input.

As well as normal output, the driver supponts output

'in "special mode" allowing the sending of select codes for the control

of devices other than the printer. This rnode'is also r"¡sed by the
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system for certaìn rnessages where the carrjage return nonmally sent at

the end of a message before the keyboard ìs opened ìs not requìred.

I.7 THE CENTRAL PROGRAM.

The heart of the system'is the program which runs in the

central processor, and controls all course pnesentauion. A number of

tables are used to keep track of the activities of all students and

consoles in the system; the ìayout of the major tables is shown in

f igure I.7 .L

Every student active at a console in the system has a

"student working record" whìch contains most of the information relevant

to his activìty. Thìs record may be resident in the central memory, or

stored on the disc in a fìxed place which is a functjon of the console

number. During norma'l processing, th'is record cons'ists of a header part,

containíng poìnters and counters, ancj a body which is a copy cf the

current segment of the student's course ( fìgure I.7.2 )

There ane onìy a few central memory buffer areas for this

data, and in a full scale system a simpie scheduling a'lgorìthm would

deternine wh'ich data records would be kept in core; howeven, sìnce onìy

four consoles were actuaily buiìt, th'is part of the sysÈem has not been

irnpl emented, a1 though the mai n mechani sms are present 'i n the prograrn:

every time the working necord is altered,'it ìs copied back onto its d'isc

area; rnost aìterations only jnvolve the header, and if this js ihe case

only that- part ìs copìed - it is oniy a change of page which neccessitates

cop-ving out the whole record. As a rouEh estirnate, the console would not

again need processing for an average of about foun seconds ( this estimate
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'is based on the assumptìon that most courses jnvolve main'ly data to be

printed - a full block takes five seconds to print - and questìons, which

might average five to ten seconds for an answer; thjs is counterballanced

by branch instructions, whjch take a negligible amount of time ) so that

the overhead of possibly unneccessary transfers would not be high. The

ex'istence of a very recent copy of this data in a fjxed place on disc

would also facilitate recovery in the event of a failure.

A computer with the minimum 32K memory could run approxìmatel.

fìfty consoles without requiring ùhe swappìng routine.

On'ly consoles with their data records in core are scheduled

for processing; each console which requires processing has a bìt set in

its student status table entry ( figure 1.7.3 ) together with the tìme

( in seconds ) at which it should be processed. This allows delay times

and maximum tìmes for questions to be set by a course" 0n eaCh cyc'le of

ìts pnocessìng loop ( figure I.7.4 ) tfie pnognam selects fnom all the

consoles requiring processing at the cunrent time the most urgent, and

handles it"
A console which is not logged in does not have an associated

data record, and so i'f there is no console to be processed, a secorid

phase is entered, checking for any'inactìve cor¡sole with a message ready;

such an input message should be a command word - probabìy #L0GIN, aìthough

a few other commands are available to an inact'ive console, inc]udìng a

request for the console status. The processÍng sequence is shown in

figure I.7.5 In a swapping version, this second phase of the master

loop would also attempt to schedule a console to have its record read
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back into memory, where it could then be pnocessed.

As well as course instruct'ions, the completion of an output

message can cause a request for processing to be set, thus p'lacing the

console in the queue for a cone area and eventual processing. The

processing sequence is shown in figure 1.7.6; note that the term

"active console" includes a console whose'initìal request for a ìogin

has been acknowledged, and also one on the venge of being logged out.

Since it is possible for a student to cornpìete an input

message after the system has scheduled an output message for the console,

but before the message has been sent, specia'l care is taken to restore

the status of the console should this happen, so that it does not lead

to anomalous results. An ìnput message which is only partiaììy completed,

however, i s sìmp'ly deì eted when output 'i s schedul ed.

The processìng sequence also contains a test for "tutor

rnode", which permìts two consoles to carry on a conversatìon through their

typewriters, the central program simp'ly actìng as a message exchange"

Thi s was the f i rst step towards .irnpl ementi ng the supervi son faci I j t'ies ,

which are not fully pnesent in the current system.

All conso'le messages are stored in the console code, using

one twelve bit byte per character; a rnessage unìt may be up to eighty

chanacters long, and consists of a header, showjng the length of the

message, whethen it is to be sent in nonmal on special rnode, and what is

to be done on compìetion, and a body which contains the console characters

compìetion actjons may include selecting input mode on the console, and

requesting processinE of the console with a delay of as much as an hour.
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An output message may consist of several units, but input messages are

automatical'ly terminated on the eightieth character.

Al'l messages, both input and output, are stored in the

message assembly areas ( f igure 7.7.7 ). þlhen a new input message is

started, it is ass'igned one of these assembìy areas, and characters are

moved from the I/0 buffer into it; if no area is available, the console

buffer can hold the first thnee characters, after which the keyboard will

lock untíl an assembly area'is found. Editing of the input ijne js done

by the central program as it copìes characters from the buffer to the

assemb'ly area. 0n compìetion of the input message, the console 'is

scheduled for immediate process'ing.

The formats of input and output messages are ìdent'ical;

by sìmply setting a few bits in the header, an input message immedìateìy

becomes an output messagedestined for another console. System messages

are stoned in the same format, and are s'imply copìed into an assembìy

area with the appropriate console number preset in the header; the same

is true of text from any course.

When input messages are being processed, they are first
copied into a dual buffer area, where they are stored one character per

word; one area holds the original console code, and the second holds a

display code ( tfre standard 6400 internal chanacter code ) translation.

The dísplay code version also includes some additjonal bits to indicate

whether the code i s a'lphabet'ic, numeric , or punctuati on; most processi ng

'!s done using this code because it does not involve case changes.
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1.8 COMMAND PROCESSING.

Commands are recognised by the jnitial character # ; th'is

overcomes possible prob'lems due to either conflict between command words

and responses to quest'ions, or misspelling of a command. The set of

commands available to any console'isdefined by a table whose address is

stored in the header of the student working record; thus author'language

statements to restrict the range of available commands could be readily

impl emented.

The table entries are to the addresses of subrout'ines;

each subroutìne conta'ins the command name and the code to process'it.

The'input ìine, from the character after the # up to ( but not including )

the first non-alphanumeric,'is compared with the command name, and the

routine is entered if they match; this mechanism permits commands to

be abbreviated to any desired extent, the order of the table entries

defining wh'ich will þe used if the resultìng abbreviation is not unique.

Most commands leave the console idle - that is with no

further pnocessing scheduled - so that it is up to the student to inìtiate

further action; the major exception to this is the #G0 command. Other

conmands avai I abl e i ncl ude:

#ST0P wh'i c h i s a do- noth i nE comrna nd .

#STATIiS which is in fact three separate cornnands ( one

for each of console free, being ìogged Ín, and

active. ) and returns the appropriate staus

message.
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#LOCATE enabling named chapters and pages within a

course to be selected, as an author a'id and

for debugging purposes.

#C0MPUTE giving the student access to a powerful desk

calculator with his or^/n set of sixteen registers;

the first register, named $, contains the result

of the last calculation, and the others, named

A to Ø, ffiôV be used freely to hold results.

Calculation is all in floating point, with an

INT function permitting integer values to be

obtai ned.

A=B+2* (I NT( C/D )+3 . 24)

A_B=C=D=E+F

3+4* ( ts=C )

are typicaì express'ions fon evaluation. The

regÍsters are saved from session to session.

as well as, of course, #LOG0L|T and #L0GIN.

T.9 COURSI PROCESSING.

A counse is divided into a maximt¡m of sixtyfoun chapters,

each with up to sixtyfour pages. A page may, 'in 'itÈ'' assembled form, be

as 'trong as four hundred and sixty (decimaì ) words; a paEe consist'ing

so;leiy of text could contain up to two thousand characters of data for

typinE on a console.

The course assembler codes the instructions and writes the
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result on tape; this process is essentialiy one-for-one - that is, one

author language 'instruction results in one course sjmulator instruction -

with the exception of text, where a single block of text in the source

may become several units in the coded form" The tape ìs copìed by the

system into a random file on the disc; this file is given the name of

the course; each chapter has an index giving the name and location of

every page within it, whiìe every chapter is named, and the locat'ion of

its index is given, in an overall course directory. Memory space being

ljmited, these indices are stored wjth the course on disc.

The course instructions are processed by a simulator whjch

breaks up each instruction into'its const'ituent f ields ( figure 1.9.1 )

and branches to the operat'ing code. The address of the branching tabìe

to be used js a pararneter to the sjmulator, and is stored in the header

of the student working record, thus permitt'ing the use of severa'l quite

distinct'languages within the system, aìthouEh onìy one has been implemen-

ted.

The conventions for the use of the instruction fields are

shown at the top of fìEure 1.9.1 ; a non-zero modifjer usually jndicates

that a l^equest for further processing Ís to be set, with a delay as

given in Èhe delay field, while a zero modifier jndicates that further

process'ing ís to be undertakerr only on a response fnom the console.

The simulator uses a location counterstored in the headen of the s-uudent

workinE necord; th'is js normai]y set fnom the "next jnstnuction" fjejd.

All addressing is dor¡e relative to the start of the page; the first
wond contains the page name, and the first actual jnstruct'ior¡ jn the
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page is at address 0001

The instructions and their act'ions during normal processing

are:

00 SIGN OFF

The console is ímmediately logged out. At the next sess'ion,

the student will recommence at the start of the current page.

TEXT

Immediately after the instruction is a message header word,

followed by a block of console code. This is copied into a

message assembly area, and the console number set into the

header. No processing request is set, although the message

header may cause one to be set after the data has been typed.

CUE

A question mark is typed at the start of a new line on the

consol,e, and a flag is set to show that a response has been

requested. The "next instruction" fieìd po'ints to the first
answer supplied by the authror. The location counter js

i ncnemented by one.

AßISWER

The location counter is set from the "alternate instruction"

f i el d, and the next i nst,ructi on i s pr"ocessed immed'iate'ly.

Thi s 'is equi val ent to ì gnori r¡g the i nstructi on.

BRANCI.I

ThÍs 'is a branch within the current page. If the "spare"

01

02

03

04
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05

06

07

field is non-zero, a record is made of the student's current

position. This instruct'ion may be a genuine branch, a pause,

or simply a no-operation.

PAGE

This is a branch to a page with'in the current chapter. The

low order th'irtysix bits of the instruct'ion conta'in the page

name, left justified and in display code; jf this is zero,

the next page after the current one is required. Processing

of the console will continue with the location counter reset

to the start of the page as soon as the dì sc transfelis

comp'leted.

CHAPTER

Similar to the PAGE instruct'ion; the chapter name js in the

word in¡mediately after the instruction. A zero page name

indicates the first page of the chapter.

GIVECUE

This fnstruction js only vaìid after a question has been

asked and answered. If the modifier js zeyo, it causes a

branch back to the last CUE instruction jssued; a non-zero

modifier causes a branch to the 'instructjon imnediateìy after

the CUE. The next i nstructi on i s processed irnmedi ate'ly.

TUTOR

This instruction was intended to enabie a course author to

assìgn the student to a tutor or silperv'isor" and to send the

10
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t2

13

I4

15

25

tutor an explanatory message. it currentìy acts as a TEXT

i ns tructi on .

DEV I CE

This is currently a dummy, as consoles do not conta'in any

spec'iaì devices. Note that text instructions could also be

used to control special devices; the addit'ional jnstruction

would have been a more compact way of storing the commands.

BLOCK

This instruction sets a block name ( from its lower thirty-

six bits ) and recording mode ( from the modìfier field )

for the recording of answers. The location counter is

jncremented by one, and the next instruction obeyed

ì mmed i atel y .

RECORD

A record of the student's position and time, ìncluding an

identifier from the low thirtysix bjts of the instruction,
'!s made. The location counter is incremented by one.

CUE

This is equivalent to the 02 CUE instruction, except that

a l^J is printed instead of a question mark; it is used in

the WAIT instruction in the author 'language.

NEXT CHAPTER

Similar in format to a PAGE instruct'ion, the given page is
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T7

20

26

taken from the chapter followjng the current one.

COMPUTE

Th'is instruct'ion permìts an express'ion to be evaluated, and

a branch to be made on the result. The expression is stored

in dispìay code, ending on a zero ( null ) code, immediately

after the instruction. The author has a set of sixteen

registers ( see student command #cOMpurE ) which are saved

from session to session. The result can be compared with

zero ìn any of the sìx possibìe ways, depend.ing on the

contents of the modifier fie1d, and either the next or

alternate branch taken; a zero modifier means that no test

is to be made. The calculator routine uses an algorìthm

suggested by sanderson ( private communication ), and permits

operations of assignment, addìtion and subtr.actjon, and

multiplication and d'ivision, as well as functions of one

or two variables.

END

The student has comp'leted the course; he -is sjgned off ,

w'ith an indication in the sign-off record that he should be

deregistered for this course.

ERROR MESSAGE

This code is used by the disc driver to indicate a non-

existent course segment; jt sets the logout fìag and acts

as a text.
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All other instruction codes are i1ìegal, and result jn a

request to the student to logout of the system. Note that'in instruction

execution, normally on'ly one instruction ìs executed at a time; even a

simple branch with zero delay does not cause the next instruction to be

obeyed irnmed'iate'ly; the request flag is set, and the console re_enters

the queue for processing. Exceptions to this rule are the ANSWER, BLOCK,

and GIVECUE i nstructi ons.

when the student responds to a question, the jnstruction

codes have a different signifìcance (achieved quite simp'ly by us.ing a

different instruction table ). The current location counter js saved to

permit possìble later processing of a GIVECUE instruct'ion, and a new value

set which was the "next instruction" fjeld of the CUE. At this stage the

student response has been expanded out and converted jnto display code.

Each answer points to the next one in sequence via its "next instruction"

field, and to the next instruct'ion to be executed when a match'is made

v'ia its "alternate instructjon" field; the answer for comparison ( jf
there is one ) is stored after the ANSTJER jnstruction.

Simulai1on proceeds wíth any instruction except an ANSWER

being illegal; each ANSWER in turn is compared with the student,s

response, the method of comparison be'ing determined by the modifier field;
'if, there is no match, the jnstruction addressed by the "hext instnuctjon,,

field is processed jmrnediately" The last ANSWER jnstruction has a zero

"next jnstructjon" fjeld, and if that one does not match, the system

responds with the message,'incornect.',, and simulates a GIVtCUE.instruct_

'ion; the message is suppressed if the student response was a null line,
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Let us find out how much ybu know about the structure

of Engìish sentences.

PROBLEM (M=3) NAME

l,Jhat is the subject of the sentence

"The old man sat on the bench."

l-*
I

E (T=40)

The subiect of a sentence is found by asking who? or

what? is spoken about.

CUE (T=30)

LJho sat on the bench?

EXPI-AIN "

The subiect of the sentence js "The old man", because

this answers the quest'ion "Who sat on the bench?"

Let us try some more examples on this.
GO TO PAGE (r27A)

NSÌ,IER (M=2) *THE OLD MAN*

That is correct.
coTo PAGE (*)
ANSI'IER (l¡t=z) *MAN*

ANSI,{ER (M=2) *THEMAN*0LDMAN*
> 

You are nearìy correct, but that is not the compìete

subject. Now t,ell me the whole subiect.

l,¿AITCt¡E.

ANS[^|ER (M=2) $THEBENCH$BENcH$

No, that is part of what is said about the subiect.

ANSI.IER, #NO#

GIVECUE

ENDANS (M=0)

How about a little hint to help you"

i ervEcuE"

'Fi
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T.9"2 A SAMPLE PAGE FROM A COURSE.
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thus giving him a convenient means of asking for any help that the author

has provided. If an answer is matched, the location counter is set from

the "alternate instruction" field, and a request for ( normal ) proceSs'ing

entered.

Various forms of recording are possib'le, including recordìng

of the student's complete answer, or simp'ly the number of the answer that

v¿as matched, depending on the mode set up by the iast BLOCK instruction.

Currentìy, only a few modes af answer comparison have been

impjemented; mode zero wi.ll match any input, and other modes are based

on character-by-character comparisons, with various classes of characters

being ignored. Thene ìs provision, however, for over fifty further answer

comparison modes; it would be particularly simpìe, for example, to

evaluate the student's answer as an expression, and compare the result

within specified limits, us'ing the desk calculator, and many further

possibilities could be impìementedwith varying deErees of d'ifficuìty.

Further types of instruct'ions, for example to allow editing on transf,orm-

ing the student's response, could also be permitted to appear jn the

ANSWER sequence.

1.10 LOGiN LOGOUT AND RECORDS.

When a student uses the #L0GII,¡ comrnand, he 'is assigned a

core area, and the login processor is called into a PP to search the

student master tape.

The student master tape consists of one or more files, each

commencing with an index record and endirìg on a file mark. The second

character of the student's five character registration code designates
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the fìle ìn which the entry should appear. This format permits the use

of the hardware "sense for file mark" operation available on the tape

transport, thus enabling the record to be located very quickly within a

iarge number of records. As a rough est'imate, a sìngle tape could be used

for approximate'ly four thousand student records. Aìthough there could be

up to thirtysix't'iles, w'ith up to five hundred and ten records per file,
a reasonable compromìse might be twenty files of up to two hundred records

each.

The format of the student master record is shown'in figure

1.10.1 The short header contains the student's code, his name, two

wonds which might be total time used and time not yet paid for ( they are

reserved for accounting purposes, and not referenced by the system ),

the student's block of sixteen calculator registers, and a status word

which contains the number of courses for which the student is regìstered.

A student may not be registered for more than twentythree courses; thìs

limìtation is requ'ired by the restricted length of the core area jnto

which the record is copied. The status word would also indicate whether

the record was that of a student, author, or supervisor. Following the

header is a block for each course, containìng course narne, current pos'itior

and the contents of the author calculator registers"

When the central prognam makes the nequest to copy thìs

material, jt sets the lockout flag on the core buffer area poìnter ( see

figure I.7"2 ); on completion of the transfer, this is cleared, enabling

the console to enter the queue for servic'ing; notethat it js now consider.

ed to be "active" in the system.
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If the student code is not present on the tape, the peripheraì

program clears the first word of the core area, and clears the lockout;

sensing this, the central program responds to the console with the approp-

riate message, and sets it idle again.

When a course has been selected, either because it is the

only one for which the student ìs regìstered, or because the student makes

a choice of those for whìch he is registered, the record is rearranged

into the format shown in the buffer area in figure 1.7.2. Note that the

course selection is checked for availabilìty before acceptance, and that

the student may logout if the course he wants is not available in the

system. A PAGE'instruction js inserted in the empty body of the buffer

area, and the course simulator entered; on return from the simulatort

the normal request for immediate processing ( which would take effect as

soon as the transfer were compìete ) is cleared, and a fiìessage indicat'ing

successfuì completion of the 1ogìn is sent; this pause gìves the student

a chance to request help before continuing with the course. For account-

ing purposes, the time spent on the console from the'insertion of the

PAGE'instruction'is recorded; no record is thus made of a student who

ioEs ìn but does not select a course.

Whenever a request for record'ing is encountered, the record

'!s entered into a wnap-around buf,fer in centnal memory" The forrnat of an

entry Ís shown in figure 1.I0.2 ; for s'imple position records ( see

section 1.9, operations 04 and 13 ) tl'¡e record is sjx words long; íf an

ansv,ier rnatch nurnber ( tfre position of the match'ing answer in the ANSI^JER

sequence , zero jnd'icating no match ) is recorded, the record is eight
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words long; for record'ing of an entire response, the record could be up

to eighteen words long, the response being recordedin t,he orìginal console

code packed eíght characters to a word.

A peripheral program peri odi ca'l 'ly empti es the buf f er onto

magnetic tape; no interlocking with the central program is needed, as the

output and input pointers to the buffer are stored separately, and the

central program only updates its input po'inter after the record has been

stored. The peripheral program is called by the central program if the

buffer becomes more than half full, and on completion of jts task it
requests to monitor to reload it after approx'imate'ly 15 seconds; if this

is not adequate to keep the buffer relatively clear, the central program

w'i I I cal I i t agai n, thus gi v'i ng an ef f ecti ve cl earance of ei ght times per

minute, and so on.

A ìogout can be initiated by the student using the #L0GOUT

command, by an'instruction in the course, or by an error in the course.

Ït will have been noticed that when a student signs on, he js restarted

at the beginning of a page; this enables courses to be modified, with

very few limitations, without interfering with students part way throuEh

it; locations within the page wi]l be changed, but the page and chapter

names are al lways referred to symbol'lically.

Because the student, wìll recommence at the start of a page,

it is desireable that he sign-off at the end of a page, to avojd repeating

a portÍon of it. Thus when the student requests a logout,'it is not

processed inmediately, but a flag is set, and he is invited to continue

with the current page. Should he not w'ish to do so, he has the opt'ion
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of forcing the logout by repeoting the command ( or of changing his m'ind

by using an #UNLOGOUT command ). When any 'instruction wh'ich changes the

page is encountered, the page access ìs processed, and the logout bit set

in the student status table entry; this results in the logout beìng

processed when the access ìs compìeted.'

Course 'logout instructions are processed jmmedìateìy; the

student recomrnences at the start of the current page. Course errors

cause the logout fìag to be set, and a message requesting the student to

ìogout is sent; because the flag is set, the logout will be processed

immediately. Course errors are also dispìayed on the operator console;

they should only occur if warnìng messages from the course assembler are

ignored.

The logout is processed by clearing the status tables and

calljng'in a PP program wh'ich dumps the header of the core buffer area

onto a tape, The format of the resulting record'is shown'in figure

1.10.3 The program then clears the reservation of the buffer area,

and the iogout is comp'lete.

Sínce 'logout records and statjstics records may be read'i1y

distingu'ished by the contents of their first word, the two may be inter-

spersed on a sìngìe tape; this could be improved by having the central

program process the logout by entering the relevant data directly into

the records buffer. Several 'interchangeabìe disc packs have sjnce been

added to the computer, and an alternative would be to have the student

records on disc packs, updated immed'iately on 'logout; the present method

could be readily adapted to this"
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1.11 SUMMARY.

The Adelaide University C.A.I. system is by current standards

a medium scale system offering limited facilities at considerable expense.

However, at the time of its design and implementation, it was, by compar-

i son w'ith other avai I abl e systems , qui te I àrge.

It was estimated (by Ovenstone, the project superv'isor) that

the system could be run for approxìmately $1 per student-console hour,

aìthough this figure does not include the not inconsiderable cost of

course preparation.

Many of the decisions made during the design phase have

inevitably imposed restrictions on the resulting systme, but jt'is never-

the-less a powerful and flexible approach to C.A.i.
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THE ANSWER COMPARISON PROBLEM.

2.0 INTRODUCTION.

The correct matching of an actual student response to a

question with one of the answers specified by the course author is

cìearly the central probìem 'in free response computer-Assisted-

instruct'ion. In order to deal with this problem it is first necessary

to state 'it clearly and in a genera'l form.

In this section, we will examine briefly some methods

currently in use, and propose a generaì statement of the problem,

together with some exampìes to illustrate it.

2.T CURRENT METHODS OF ANSWER COMPARISON.

Teach'ing programmes have tradìtionally taken one of two

forms, the linear or the branching programme.

In the linear teaching programme, the student is permitted

to construct his own response to the question given, and then compare this

with the correct one supplied by the course author. The resujt of thjs

comparison has no effect on the subsequent presentation of the programme.

Because o'f' this, ansuJer matching in computer irnpiementations of I jnear

teaching sequences is not critìcal, especialìy as a well constrt¡cted

frame w'ill usually permit onìy on correct answer.

The branching programme traditionally uses multjple choice

questions, and once again there is litile diffjculty in a computer

system; it is onìy necessary to decide whether the student responded

with A, B, C, or D.
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However, it is often desireable to allow the student

freedom in contructing his own answer, and it is then necessary to

decide which of several branches provided by the course author should

be followed. in this situation, it is reasonable to gìve the author

the responsibility of anticipating the import of all relevant responses,

but it is not always reasonable to require him to anticìpate the exact

form which the responses will take, and this poses the major" problem in

the matching process.

The simpìest, and almost certainly the most wideìy used

method is that of character-by-character comparison. In its basic form

even a single unexpected space or comma will cause an unwamanted

failure in comparison and so the method is usualìy modified so that

onìy the "important" characters are compared, the others being passed

over: thus, for exampìe, by ignoring punctuation, vowels, and the

second letter of a double consonant, some measure of independence fnom

mì sspel 1 i ngs can be attai ned.

An elaboration of this allows for possible mjssìng or

erroneously introduced characters: the two character strings be'ing

compared are scanned to find the maximum possìble number of matching

characters, and a score which is the ratio of thfs to the number of

characters in the longer string is compared w'ith a threshold value

to determine acceptance. This method, which is about as sophisticated

as a character-by-character comparison can be, will be discussed in

more detail in a later section.
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'A paper by C.N. Alberga (t1l , 1967) discusses these and

related methods of comparison of character strings.

However, while it is possible to improve the technique of

character-b¡t-character matching, it 'is not possible to alter the basic

requirements that the student must have attempted to reply wÍth the

same words or symbols in the same order for matching to succeed,

whereas the course author is usually more interested ín the meaning

of the response than its form.

Some work has been done on the equivalence of math,ematical

formulae, and in particular the work of K.C. Lee ( 061, 1971) on

trigonometric proof supervision goes well beyond the minimum requirement

of being based on meaning. For natural language ansurers, however, the

selection of keywords from the response is the best available method.

hlhen several classes of ¡+ords are perrnitted, this method can cope with

many cases of synonYfiJ, antonymy and negation and so Ís to a large extent

based on meaning.

trt can be seen that answer çünparison has used ad hoc

methods in the past, with litt'le attempt to form a unified basis for the

development of new methods; as a new situation arises, a special method

which gives sat'isfactory results in rpst cases is developed"

2.2 A STATEMENT OF TI..IE PROBLEM.

An experimental system designed by R.D. Smaljwoed (t¡+ I
L962, see in partÍcu'lar page 89) used a nethod which highlights the

nature of the problern. The student was presented with a guestion, and
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presented w'ith a set of alternatives, and asked to choose the one which

most nearly matched the meaninq of his answer. Since one of the altern-

atjves was always a öatch a1.l", an explicit choice was aìways possible,

and the student them entered the number of the matching aìternative.

This system thus used a human to carry out the answer

match'ing process; the fact that the human so used was the actual student

is irrelevant, as it would be possible to refer the comparison to an

independent person. It ìs apparent that, if this arbitrator is honest,

accurate, and familjar with any special terms or symbo'ls used, âry answer

could be processed in this way.

Using this as a basìs, we may state the problem of answer

comparison in general terms:

Given the fjnite set S = {Sr, Sz, ...Sk}

(the reference set) of strings in some ìanguage,

the answer comparison problem js, for an arb'itrary

string s (tfre response), to determjne;

1. to wh'ich of the strings of S the string

s 'is cjosest in meanìng.

2. whether the degree of closeness ìn meanìng

indicates a signif icant relat'ionship between

the stri ngs.

A string may, in the most general sense be considered to be

the ordered sequence of actions, as perce'ived by the cornputer, whjch

constitute the student's response; in a more restricted sense, it may
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be convenient to consider it to be a sequence of characters, or even

words, being processed. More precise definitions of some of the terms

used in this statement will be given in later sections; at the present

stage, ìntuitive notions of such terms as "language" or "meaning" wiì1

suffi ce.

If the string s is closest Ín meaning to some string Sr

of the reference set, and the degree of closeness is sign'ificant, we

shall say that the response matches 51. If it is not s'ignificant, we

shall say that s has no match in the reference set. If the response

is not in the'language from which the reference set is chosen, and in

which we assume the arbitrator to be proficient, it would normally be

defined to have no match.

The current work will be main'ly concerned with the f irst
part of the probiem, namely the selection of the string "closest in

meaning" to the given string.

2.3 EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION.

We take a first example, a very simp'le case where the

d'ifference in meaning rnay be explicìtly defined. The ìanguage is the

set of reaì numbers, and we can define the difference in rneaning between

two real numbers x and y to be l*-Vl Two numbers will be considered to

be significant'ly related if this does not exceed 0.i.

Let the reference set be

{ 1 .5, r.7 , 2.r, 2.3}

and consider first the response 1.63 which is clear'ly closest in meaning

to 1.7 and since
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It.os - L.7l = o.07 < 0.1

we see that th'is is significant so that the response 1.63 matches 1.7

A response of 1.85 is also closest to I.7, but

li.ss - r.7l = 0.15 >0.1

so that 1.85 has no match in the given reference set. Similarly,a

response of -23L, a'lthough closest to 1.5 has no match. Thìs'illustrates

the need for the second part of the genera'l statement.

A response such as 'x + y/z' poses a prob'lem in that the

definitions of difference in meaning and the significance of the

relationship no ìonger apply. However, the problem is easily dealt

with by reiectìon - the response'is not in the language being dealt with.

Another problem case is the response 1.6, which is seen to

match both 1.5 and 1.7. In a practical situation, this would usualìy be

resolved by takìng the one which appears first in the reference set.

The work of K.C. Lee ([16] , I97I, see especia'lìy chapters

IV and V) on trigonometric proofs can also be related to this statement

of the answer comparison probìem; in this case the reference set contains

on'ly one str'!ng, the result of the previous step in the proof, and the

response is the proposed next step. His concept of a smalì step correspond

to the idea of significance of the relationship. This could be extended by

including in the reference set anticipated incorrect steps to give the

student help in the nature of his error on an incorrect step.

As a last example, we turn to the Engìjsh language, and

consider possible answers to the question "What is an enzyme?". For



An enzyme is a catalyst ín a bioìogica'l

system.

An enzyme is a catalyst in a biochemical

reacti on .

An enzyme acts as a cata'lyst.

An enzyme speeds up a biochenlíca'l reaction.

E. Enzymes are formed in biochemical reactions.

Many reactions would not take p'lace

without enzymes

TABLE 2.3,L A reference set for the Question -

"ldhat i s an Enzyne?" l

A

B

c

D

t
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our reference set, we take the strings shown in table 2.3,I.

Let us first suppose that the question ìs presented as a

multÍple choice one, with the six cho'ices in the table presented to the

student and labelled A, B, C, D, E and F. In this case a response of

A clear'ly matches the first strìng, whiìe a response of G has no match.

However, presenting the questìon in that form would perhaps

give the student too much assistance in forming his answer and it might

be considered desirable to allow the student to construct his answer

and then match it against the origina'l strings. Then if his response'is

An enzyme is a catalyst.

it would normally be considered closest in mean'ing to the third string

in the reference set, with a sign'ificant degree of closeness, whì'le a

response of

A catalyst acts as an enzyme

might also be closest in meaning to the third string but this would not

be considered significant.

2.4 SUMMARY

We have seen in th'is section how it'is poss'ible to formulate

the answer comparison problem in general terms. The statement 'is

adequate to cover both the s'imple multìple choice situation and the more

compìex case óf a free'ly constructed response"

We are now faced with the more formidable task of

formulat'ing the solution to the problem.
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WHAT IS MEANING

3.0 INTRODUCTION

Everyone knows what the word "meanìng" means, but a closer

examination shows that the situatìon is not as simple as it may appear

at first; in fact there are so many definitions of meaning that to

attempt to list them all would be unpractical. The classic study of the

subjectrOgden and Richards The Meaning of Meaningrlists at least

sixteen fundamentally dìstinct definitions (t 231, L923, p306) and more

recent avenues of research have almost certainìy added several more.

Osgood, Succi and Tannenbaum in discuss'ing the approach

used in The Measurement of Meanin o state

There are at least as many meanings of

meani ng" as there are di c'ipì i nes to deal

with language and of course many more than

thi s. fiZA \ ß57 , p2)

This does point to one major aspect of the problem; language'is a very

compìex form of behaviour and there are many ways of approaching its varior

aspects; proponents of each approach have tended to use familiar terms

and gìve them more specialised meanings, as has occurred in most other

areas of scientific endeavour. However, with many related avenues of

approach to language, each with its own terminology, there has been

an almost irresistable temptation to link the distìnct meanings of

one word, and eventually to confuse them. This accounts for much of

the confus'ion in the use of the term "meaning" and jn order to clarìfy

the problem we will examine briefly some of the different approaches
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that can be made to the study of language with a view to selecting an

appropriate working definition of "meaning".

There is another aspect of the problem which stems from a

quite different source, and it is worth a brief mention here. An

utterance is processed by a listener at several levels; thus Miller

( ngl, 1968, pp72-74) differentiates hearing, matching, accepting,

interpret'ing, understanding and believing. Many of the approaches to

language are distinct because they are primarily concerned with different

levels of processing, and certainìy when d'iscussing meaning it is possible

to discuss it at several d'istinct levels in this hierarchy (imespective

of whether such hierarchy is real in the sense of being dìstinct and

distinguishab'le processes in the human listener or not). The study by

Osgood, Succi and Tannenbaum (op. cit) used factor analysis and found

that "meanìng" could be accounted for by three independent factors and

in commenting on this, 0sgood states:

It should be stressed that these reguìarly reproducible

factors seem to represent the most general i sabl e and

gross representat'ional processes of the human animal...

not the precise denotative discriminations of which

this animal is capabìe. The aspect of the meaning of

signs indexed by thìs technique is thus more their

affect, connotation or "feeling tone" than their

denotat'ive or referential properties.

( tzsl , 1963 , pzTL)
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Thus we may also anticipate that some definitions of meaning will d'iffer

chÍef'ly because they place major emphasis on different facets of the

same idea. Th'is corresponds to the different criteria which a person

mìght use in comparing different groups of statements; for one group,

the chief criterion $îght be the refernentiaÌ mean'ing, for another, the

structure, for a third the metre, for a fourth the impììcations and so

on. To claim that the problem is soìely one of different discipl'ines

working in the same general area would be a gross overs'implification.

With this reservation in mind, we consider some of the

approaches which have been made to the study of language.

3. 1 STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS.

Linguistics is a descriptìve sc'ience. It describes

the code of any language, the set of d'istjnctions

that differentiate alternative messages... The linguist

is never concerned with what things mean ìn a

referential sense.

(Osgood , Í.251, 1963, p?61)

For many ì ì ngui sts, the "meanì ng " of a unjt is
sirnply the amount of informat'ion it gives about the structure as a whole;

thus Martin Joos defines the mean'ing of a morpherne as;

the set of conditional probabilities of its
occurrence in context with all other morphemes.

(l 141, 1958)

and this has been the basis of a number of statistical studies
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(Rubenstein and Goodenough, t3t l, 1965; Lewis, Baxenda'le and Bennett [17]

1967) which have shown correlations between these probabilities and the

synonymy/antonymy relationship which is one aspect of referential

meaning. Such studies illustrate the tendency to generalise very precise

definitions of the term "meaning" outside of their field of applicability;

Joos definition, which is essentÍally based on the concepts of the

Mathematica'l Theory of Communication (Information Theory), is quite

acceptabìe within the frameworks of structural linguistics and it 'is

only when "amount of information"in the cormunication theory sense is

equated with "meaning " in a referential rather than a structural sense,

that confusion results. This point is extensívely discussed by Bar -

Hi'lleì ([ g] , 1964, ch 16; op. cit, ch 2)

It is not, however, practical to entire'ly d'ivorce thestudy

of structure from semantic considerations; thus a structural description

of a'language would not in genera'l be considered adequate unless the

structural units (for example, the separation jnto phrases and cìauses)

correspond closeìy to semantic units. Also, many syntactic catagories

are based on semantic considerations - for exampìe, the subdivision of

the c'lass "noun" into (among others) "mass nouns" and "collective nouns"

to exp'lain why some do not take a p'lural form after the quantifier "some"

thus ; some families (coltective)

but

some butter (mass)

Thus whi'leChomsky agrees that
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The fundamental a'im of linguistic analysìs

i s to separate the qrammat'ical s equences

. from the ungraryatical sequences

. and to study the structure of the grammatical

sequences.

(ìn Allen and Van Burent 2 \ 1971 p18)

he also states that

a ìinguistic description which treats the

grammer and the lexicon as two separate entities

wìthout rules to inter-relate them cannot serve as

a descriptìvely adequate specìfication of the

facts of language.

(op.cit. p102)

However, while it must be accepted that there is a close

link between the study of structure (syntax) and reference (semantics)

structural definìtions of meaning wiì'l not in generaì form an acceptable

bas'i s for the compari son of answers on C . A. I .

3.2 BEHAVIOURAL PSYCHOI-OGY.

The behav'iourists and 'in particular B. F. Sk'inner, have made

a cons'iderable contributìon to the study of language. The central theme

of their approach is that onìy behaviour that can be observed and rneasured

is val'id data for'the consjderation of the psychoìogist. Thus 0sgood

describes Skinnen as

Rej ecti ng mean'i nEs and a'l ì other non-observabl es

(t 2s l, 1963 p250)
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A behaviourj st does not neccessari ly reject the concept of
meaning but defines ìt operationally as the response evoked from the

I istener.

This approach to psychology is an enthusiast'ic use of the

princìp]e of [^J'illiam of Occam, and is undoubtedìy one of the factors whjch

has helped ììft pschology from its fonmer unscÍentific state to'its
present pos'ition (which may be termed pre-scientific or scientjfic,
depending on the point'of view). However, the appiìcatjon js over-

enthusiastic when appìied to the study of language, and chomsky has

criticised Sk'inner's approach'in a penetratinE rev'iew, stating that

One would naturally expect that the prediction

of the behav'iour of a complex organism...

woul d requi re, i n add'it1on to i nformat j on

about external stjmulatjon, knowledge of the

internal structure of the organism, the ways

jn whjch it processes ìn-put informat'ion and

organ'ises jts own behaviour.

(in De Cecco, [ 8], 1968, p325)

Osgood (op. cit. pp249 ff) suggests that the one stage model must be

supplanted by a two stage one, and in some cases even a three stage model

is neccessary to expla'in ianguage behaviour; such models neccessarily

incorporate the postulat'ion of processes which cannot be d'irectly measured

but whose behaviour must be inferred as part cf the model.

Thus a pure'ly behavior_¡rìst model of ìanguage js not an

aciequate bas j s for a def i nì t'ion of mean.i ng.
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3.3 TRADITIONAL LINGUISTICS

This title might be used to cover the rest of the field,
but instead of trying to survey the whole area we shall look at only a

few points which are more directìy relevant to our topic; a more detailed

survey cêr,bê found, for example in ullmann semantjcs ( B7l, 1962 )

The traditional ì'inguists have tended to have a more phìlos-

ophìcal bent than either of the two previous categories; both the

structuralists and behaviouralists are chiefìy concerned with describ'ing

ì inguistic behaviour as it ex'ists, whereas the tradit'ional ìsts prefer

explanation to descrjption.

A sujtable starting point'is the work of C.S. Peirce on

"Semiotics", his views are ìargely reflected by c.w. Morris who divjdes

meaning into several related areas including syntactic meaning - the

relation of signs to other signs - and semantic meaning - the relation

of signs to their significates (t eol, 1946). However, as early as rgz3

Ogden and Richards has criticised the "sign - sìgnìficate" definition of

meaning as inadequate (tZ¡ L 1923; see also Ullmann,[ 34, 1962, ch. 3

for a more modern 'interpretation); th'is criticism has a striking modern

para'l'leì in the criticism of the behaviourist rnodel by Chomsky and by

Osgood, cited in the previous subsection: in essence, while it'is
theoretically possible to simply relate the sign to either its "evoked

response" (behavìourist) or "s'ignifìcate" (traditionaìist) unless an

intermedìate stage is postulated, the rnodel does not explain learning

transfer phenomena which are bas'ic to human ianguage behav'iour. Such

an 'intermed jate stage m'ight be termed "understanding by the l'istener"
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- it is the "thought or referen ce" of the Ogden and Richards model, and

the "representational-mediat'ional process" of the 0sgood, Succi and

Tannenbaum model.

A summary of this position mìght be that "meaning ìs

something that happens in a listener". One m'ight suppose that eventua'lly

it will be possible to measure the neural changes involved, and thus

reconcile behaviourists with th'is point of view; at present, any attempt

to measure thjs directly (as opposed to the indirect methods of 0sgood

et.al) would result in irreparable damage to the listener, so that the

processes must for the present remain as theoretical constructs.

3.4 A IdORKING DEFINITION.

Any definition of meaning should be

regarded as no more than a worki ng

hypothesis. Its value will depend on

how it works: 0n the help ìt can

give in the description, interpretation,

and classification of semantic phenomena.

(Ul lrnann, [ 37 ], 1962, p66)

The discussion in the prev'ious subsectjons probably impììes

considerably more order than actualìy exists in a wide and content'ious

field; the conclusion however does lead us in a useful direction -'if
we wish to know what meanìng is, we must look inside the listener.

l,Je thus define that the meaning of any utterance to a

particular listener is measured by the effect that the utterance has on
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the 'l i s tener .

tlhile the use of the word "effect" would be for too vague

to use with a human listener, unless jt were interpreted in behaviourist

terms, we shall be constructing "listeners" which are ddta structures,

and the problem then becomes the much simp'ler one of how two structures

should be compared.

Before simply accepting th'is working definjtion, there are

a few points that are worth further consideration. The first is that

an utterancerwhether voca'l or written, has no intrinsic property of

meaning; .thus thjs sentence is only a sequence of meaningless marks on

paper unti'l 'interpreted by someone or something, at which stage we

can measure its meaning (to that person or thing) in terms of its effect

on the'interpreter. A second point is that the meaning may differ from

person to person; this is a we'l'l known phenomenon althoughr'if the

individuals concerned are a'|1 competent in the language used, the

variation should be s'light.

3.5 SUHMARY

In this section we have examined some of the different approac

to the problem of 'language and meaning. 0f the appraoches discussed,

on'ly one, that of the "traditional lingu'ist" ís relevant to the prob'lem

at hand and since it has been shown that an adequate description of

iinguistic competence must take cognisance of hypothesised changes with-

in the listener, it is natural to difine mean'ing'in terms of these changes

Before pursuing the implications sf th'is we shall deveìop
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some notation for the language elements under discussion and defjne

some of the termsrincluding "ìanguage" itself, which have up to this
point been used rather 1oose1y.
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PRELIMINARY NOTATION AND RESULTS.

4.0 INTRODUCTION.

In this section, we develop a notation for descnibing

'language elements and define some of the associated terms, such as

"Ianguage" and "syntax".

The definition of'language is a standard one; it ìs used,

for exampìe by Bar-Hillel and Shamir ( [3], 1964 ch 7) in their discussion

of finite state languages, and aìso by Berztiss ( t+1, L97L, ch 4)

The notation to be used differs in detail from that used by these authors,

but follows substantially the same lines.

4.L BASIC ELEMENTS.

Definition 4.1 1

An Alphabet is a finite set of symbo'l s.

W = {I.l1 ,l¡12, ... ¡¡n }

ú'ef i ni ti on 4. 1 ,2

A string of length M is an ordered M-tup'le.

S = (Wi , W2, Wr)

of elements of tC.

Definition 4.1,3

Let

S = (Sr, 52, Sf)

be a string of length k, and

sr = (s.ì, så,...sr )
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be a string of ìength 1.

The Catenation of S and S' is the (k+l) tupìe.

s.sr = (st, s2 sk, sT, så, . . .tt., )

The set of all str:ings of a given fixed length m is denoted

Sm. 0f particular interest are the sets so which contains just one

string, the null string Ârand,S1 whose elements are the strings of unit

length. These we identify with the single elements of l,.J which comprise

them. The set of all strings,,S, is simp'ly the un'ion of all of these sets

s= t'"t'
,S is seen to be countably infinite, and to form a semigroup, with

identity .4. under the operation of catenation.

if a string S has ìength m we write

m = i (s)

and note. that 1{s.s¡) = I (s)+l (sr)

i 
te make no assumpti ons about the al phabet other

than that it is finite, and that there is no need to break its elements

down into subelements

t^lhile the syr'rbols of the alphabet will sometimes be referred
to as "words" this is not intended to impìy that they are necessarì1y

what we ordinari]y caìl words; a suitable basis for describing written
Engìish, for exampie, is the set of alphabetic characters, together w.ith

a few punctuation characters; it might however, be more convenient to
use larger units such as the set of morphemes which also have the

useful property of meaning. The definitions and notation can deal with

ei ther
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Aìthough it is perhaps not immediateìy obvious that the set

of all words, in the usual.sense of that term,'in the Engfish language

is in fact finite, since natúral languages are dynamic, it is certain]y

clear that a finite set of words is adequate to describe all written

Engìish up to the present t'iríre. It is not even certajn that the number
iá iícf eqí íngt øs ts ocàS

of wordsÀpass out of use (how many people for example know the meaning

of the word "mundungus"?) while it'is more common to find a new meaning

attached to an old word than to find a compìeteìy new word introduced

(consider, as an example, the new meaning physicjsts have given the

word "pl asma" )

4.2 LANGUAGE.

Defini tion 4.2 1

A Language L is any non-finite subset of 5.

Def i n'i ti on 4.2,2

A Sublanguage 11,'0f a language.L is any non-empty subset of L

Definit'ion 4.2,3

Let L1 be a sublanguage of L.

The (Bìnary) Expansion [-f of t-1 in L is the set constr^ucted by

the fol 1 owi ng procedure:

(1) Every string in L1 is in Lf

(2) trf Sr and 52 are both in Ll , and Sr.Sz 'is ìn L1

then 5r.Sz is in Lf

l¡le restnict ianguages to the non-f inite case since any fin'ite
'language can in pn'inciple be completely described, and the answer
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recognition problem solved by means of a table. Subìanguages, however

are allowed to be finite.

The expansion of a sublanguage is defined recursively;

The notatlon L? is based on the fact that the second rul e of 4.2,3

allows for strings to be concatenated in pairs, and provides for the

definition of, for example, tf,in which strings can be taken singly,

in twos, or in threes, and also higher orderexpansìons. l.le would

have l-0 being the empty set, t] ueinE simply L, itself, and the obvious re-
I

sul t

r! c rl c rfc rf .-.. c Lr c L

However we will use onìy b'inary expansions, and the unqualified term ex-

pansion can be taken to mean the binany expansion.

Theorem 4.2 4

For an arbitrary string S, it is possible to decide whether S is in
2

L1 by niaking a finite number of decisions of the form

S'''' Lt

S eLj

Proof:

(1) Clearly, if S € Lr then S . Ll.and if S Ë L then S d 11.

(2) If S ÉL- and length (S)..1, then, since a string of, 'length
1-

less than one could on'ly be in ti Ot virtue of the first rule

on
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tof 4.2,3, SÊ L;

(3) Suppose now that S ÉLr, und it is of 'length two

or more. Clearly, if S ìs in Ll, it must be

because of the second rule. l,le note that taking

either S, or S, as the null strìng ìn this rule

does not get anywhere and so we can assume

neither is null. Thus if S js a member of Lf

it must be the catenation of two strings, both

of which must be in Ll and both shorter than S.

Ifl(S) = m, then there are (m-1) ways in

which it can be spìit into two substrings, each

of ìength at most (m- 1). Thus the decision for

S is reduced to 2(m-1) decisions for strings of

length at most (m-1).

This reduction process can be repeated unt'il

either S is accepted as a member of ff or, after

a nurmber of operations seen to be considerabìy

I ess than

zm-t (m-1)r

only strings of length one remain, in whjch

case it follows that S is not in ff
Definition 4.2 5

Let Se Ll , and suppose the process described

in the above proof results jn
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S=S s2

) I

S-t I

l

11

ltr' TL2

c S

S

S S
22

srtT2? 2

etc.

where eacl¡ of the strings is in Lf, and the breakdown process

results finalìy in strings in Lr. The steps in thÍs break-

down constitute a Binarv Parse of S with respect to L1

Let us consider an example:

Suppose the alphabet is

{arb,c,d,}

and the relevant port'ion of L is

{a , b, ab, ac, bd , abc, cac, bbd , acbbd , abcac , cacbbd , abcacbbd }

whi'le L, is

{b,ab,ac,bd,abc,cac, }

Consider the string abcacbbd which is 'in L but

not in Li. There are seven ways in which this string can

be split in two; of these, only thnee result'in pairs of

strings in L. The three are

ab cacbbd

abc acbbd

abcac bb.d

Takìng the first one, the first part is in l-1

and the second part may be splÌt in five ways, but only one,

cac bbd
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results in two strings in L. The first part again in Lr,

and the second part may be split jnto

bbd
both of which are in L Hence abcacbbd 'is ìn Lf

This parse may be represented by a binary tree

abcacbbd

ab cacbbd

cac

b

The other possì bi I ì t'i es resul t al so i n parses

these are

From the second: (abt), (ac,(b,bd))

From the third: (ab, cac), (b.bd)

and also: (abc, ac), (b,bd)

[.Je now jntroduce some sìmp1e results about

expans i ons .

Theorem 4.2,6

Let L1 be a sublanguage of L, and Lz a subset

2of L,

Pr"oof

Then Lr2'is also a subset of, 112.

l-et S, and 52 be in Lr. Then jf Sr.S2 is in
L, it is also in Lr,. However, since S, and S, are also

in Lr2, if Si.52 js in L jt ìs also in Lr2.
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Corol I ari es

Definit,ion 4.2 7

Theorem 4.2 8

Proof:

(1)

(2) ìf Lrc L' then 1,2

(3) jf L Lr., , then L =l_

I L 2L

.1,

2

1

2

CL 2
2

2

2

A Core Element of L, is a string

SeL2
I

which cannot be wnitten as the catenat'ion of rwo
't

non-null strings both in Ll-.

The set of al I core el ements i s denoted C
Lt

(1) cll is a subset of L,

(2) (clr)'- rr2 , and every string S in'irthu, u

binary parse into elements of tr,

2(i) Any string Se C is also in L . However, since it is
2

Lt
not the catenation of two non-nu'Tj strings in L1 ,

jt is onìy be in L1'b..uur. it is also'in L1

(2) Bv Theorem 4.2,6, CLr' ,, u subset of Lrz

Let S be any string in Lr2 Then if S is a core

element of 1., ìt 'is in C, 2 Îf S is not a coreI Ll
element, it is the catenat'ion of iwo shorter strings,

which are themselves either core elements in which

acase 5€ C,.' , or can be further subdivided.LI

I
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Theorem 4 .2.9

Proof:

Thus

Since the string is of finite length, this process

cannot continue indefinite'ly, and so S can be parsed

into core elements, and ís in C¡r2

If Lr and L2 are sublanguages of L such that
,2_r2L2 - Lt

then

(LrnLù'-Lr

From the defi ni ti on, i t fol I ows that

,r, = cL,

and CL, . L1

cL, t Lz

CL clI 2
c (Lr n Lz)

and so

c¡72 = Lrz c (L, n

However, since

(Li nLz) tLr
(Lr ntr)'. Lr'

and the result fpllows.

Theorem 4.2. 10

Let L be a subl anguage of L. Then

cL, = nLz

Lr),
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where the intersection is taken over all sublanguages l_2

which satisfy

Lr" = Lr'

Proof:

The result is obvious, since C¡r is a subset of any

of the Lz, and is also a possible choice for L2

4.3 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

Definition 4.3.1

A Syñtax or Grarrnorof a language L is a finite set of rules

which specify exactly which strings of S are in L.

DEFINITION 4.3.2

A Semantjc Model- (or the semantics) of a ìanguage L

is a relation from L to M where M is a set of "meanings"

M is the Semantic Ra nge of L

One of the fundamental problems of computationaì linguistics

is that of defining the syntax of the language being dealt wìth.

It is quite s'imple to define an artificial language which, whiìe

intujtive'l¡r we'll defined, is not computable, in the sense that f t
is not aìways possibìe to decide whether an arbitrary string is

or is not'in the language within a finite time. An example is the

language A defined by:

String s is ih A . if and only if
(1) s is a valid ALGOL program (block)

(2) in execution program s always stops in a finite
time, irrespective of the data supplied to it.
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(Davis, t7 L 1958, p7B¡ Nelsonl 2Z 1968, p130)

Progress so far on the syntax of natural'languages does not

indicate that they are any better behaved, and indebd there is no

reason to expect that they should be. Thus it may not be natural

language in a forrn which is computer prograrrnable, even if agree-

ment could be reached on whethen such forms as "colourless green

ideas sleep furiously" are sentences or not.

It is this consideration which led to the inclusion of

Theonem 4.2.4, which may be stated as:

If Lt is recursive in L then so is Lr2

Strings in the language L are termed grammaticaì (with

respect to L) and are called sentences or utterances. They are

generally assumed to have the property of meaning, irrespective

of whether the indivídual elements (words) have this property..We
haú9 olrecàg o.rgut.d thal- th is mean ing ìi n oF øn i^ Ërinsic þroperFy,bøl-is an arbitrarily assigned va'lue which can onìy be measured by

reference to a "listener" - some person or machine competent 'in

the languaEe.

An example of the way in which meaning'is associated with

strings can be found in cornputer languages: the mean'lng of a

given computer program may be defined as the function which the

program evaluates (cf. the semantics of a prognarrrning ìanguage

as defined by Sandenson ( t¡Zl, 1967))" Two programs are thus

equivalent if they cause the computer to evaluate the same

f,unction - i.e" to always produce the same output fron¡ the same

input. It is well known that the same prograrn run on two

different computers may produce two
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different results (for example, not all FORTRAN compiìers

compile the D0 statement in the same way); this is an illustration

of our working definition of meaning. Since the definition of

ìanguage does not say anyth'ing about mean'ing, such a program has

more than one mean'ing.

However, syntax and semantics are not quite 'independent:

consider, for example, the four B.N.F. grammers for simple

arithmetic statements given in Figure 4.3.3. Although each defines

exactly the same language (i.e. set of strings) they wjll gener-

a'l]y gìve a string a different structure; for instance, the string

â*b+c*d
is given the structure

((a * b) + c) * d

by the first. This corresponds to the meaning given by some assernble

which do not use an operator hierarchy. The second g'ives the

structure

(a*b) +(c*d)

as is used in simple algebra. The th'ird implies a reversal of the

operator hierarchy, Eiving

a*(b+c)*d
while the fourth evaluates from right to left in the same manner

as the APL I arìguage

a*(b+(c*d))
Ì^lhile each as a syntax for the language is equal]y valid in each
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<expression> :: = <item> I . e*paession> <op> <item>

<op> :: - + | *
<item> :: = alUlcla

<expresslon> :: =

<term> :: =

.item> :: =

<expression>:: = <term> 
|

<term> :: = <item> 
I

<iterp :: = ,alblcld

<term> I .e*Press'ion> * <term>

<item> l.termt*<item>
alblcld

<expression> * <term>

<term> * <item>

<expression>:: =<item> I .itemr <op> <expression>

<Op> :: = +l *
<item> :: = alulcla

Fi re 4. 3^.. 3 Four ammers for a simple language.
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case, it is obvious that the second one is "more natural" than

the other three when dealing with algebra. This concept of a

"natural" syntax which corresponds to a certain semantic inter-

pretation of a language js useful 'in. practise, but rather difficult

to def i ne exp'l i ci tly.

Just as the structure (syntax) may be defined independently

of the meaning (semantics), the converse is also true. The ineaning

of a string is some value or values arbitrari'ly associated with ìt

in terms of our working definition of meaning, th'is association is

done by the listener"
4.4 SUIEMARY

In this sect'ion, we have defined certain terms and notation,

for use in subsequent sect'ions, and also d'iscussed some of the

background for them. t¡lhi I e most of thi s i s aimed at formal i si ng

certain ìntuitive notions, and providing a framework for immed'iate

use, the work on expansions in section 4.2 will not be used until

section 7.3; it js however, more convenient to include it in this

section with the other r¡otation for character strings.
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A GENERAL MODEL FOR LANGUAGE B EHAV I OUR .

5.0 INTRODUCTI ON

Reasons for basing a mode'r of ìanguage on human behaviour

have already been discussed; ranguage is not only a very central

part of human activ'ity, but also probably the most complex form o,f

behaviour that we exhibit. Thus a model which could satisfactorìly
expìain and reproduce language behaviour could almost certainìy

reproduce behaviour in other areas such as learning and logicaì

reasoriing; converselYr ro model of human behaviour would be complete

if it did not include language behaviour.

In this section, an abstract model for describing human

behaviour is proposed whichrwhile limited in scope, is adequate for
the purpose of developing a model of'language suìtable for soìving

the answer comparison .problem. A,rmodel of language is then derived

from this.

such models clear'ly rely on many assumptions, and have many

phiìosophicaì implications. These will be dealt with in more detail
in the next section.

5.1 A IC L FOR HUMAN BEHAVI

In forming a model for human behaviour, the first step is
c'learly to form a descriptÍon of the panticular person (or a represent-

ative or "average" person) being modelìed. There are many forms

which such a descriptionr might take, but while the choice of the

rnanner of describing persons woujd be
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an early and crucial step in synthesisìng such a model, we do

not need to be prescriptive; we simply postuìate that such a

description is possible.

The description of any partìcular person wì1.l vary wìth

time, and we shall denote the description of a particular

person at time t bV Pr. Such a description is one of a set

of poss'ible Cescript'ions of persons, and we denote this set P.

There will in most cases be no confusion if the words "descrip-

tion of" are omitted, and we say that P, is a person.

At time instant t, person Pa exìsts in some environment;

we postuìate that it js possible to describe this environment,

and denote the description Er. The set of possible (descrip-

t'ions of ) environments is denoted Ë.

As a result of the mutual interaction of P t t
are modified, so that at some later tirne t + 1, Pt has been

changed to Pa*, ; for our purposes, we do not need to consider

the corresponding change in the environment. It is necessary

for digìta1 simulation to assume that if this change is not on

a discrete tin¡e scale, then it can at least be closeìy approx-

imated by one. The interaction can thus be symboìised by

(Pt, Et) -+ Pt * ,

and js, in'its most general form, a relatíon from the set

PxEtoP.
It Ís clear, however, that if this is to be of practical

and E , both
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use, the outcome must be assumed to be uniqueìy determined, in

which case the r.elation is a function, and we may write

Pt*l=F(Pt'Et)

5.2 A BASIC LANGUAGE MODEL

l,{e now consider the case of an environment which essentialìy

contains only linguistic elements. If the environment of a person

P, consists of the sing'le utterance s, we may write

Pa* I = F (Pa, s)

and the "difference" betwe"n Pt*, and P, is, by definition,

the meaning of s to Pt. In this context, the subscripted t
becomes superfluous, and will be omítted.

l{e assume that the null-statement is meaningless, so that

F (P,l) = P

l.lhile such a model does prov'ide a framework for the

discussi,on of language models, it does not appear to heÏp in

solving the answer comparison problem: the question

"is string s c'loser to s1 than to sr?"

has simpìy been transformed into a simi'lar question about

descriptions of peopìe, namely

"is person F (P,s) c'loser to F(P,s1) than to F (Pn s2)?"

It is therefore necessary to include l'n the model some

means of comparing þersons. The minimum requirement would be

simply an oracle which could provide answers to this type of

question on demand; however, a slightìy more powerfuì device,
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which will not on'ly provide the answer but also give a

numerical estimate of by how much, will be more useful. We

thus postulate as part of the model a function H which maps

pairs of persons into non-negative real numbers, with the

fol I owi ng properttes:

(1) If Pr and P, are persors, M (pr, pr) is

a non-negatìve real number

(2) For al I P and P
2I

¡4 (Pr , Pr) = M (P2,Pl )

(3) N (P,, Pr) = 0 if and only of P, = P2.

It would be convenient if this mapping a'lso obeyed the

triangle inequality, in which case it would be a metric over

P, and even more.so if the metrÍc were Euclidean, as th'is is

the form usualìy sought for the representation of psycho'logi-

cal data; thes, however, are not essential requirements.

l,le can now def,ine two basic functions for the comparison

of strings;

Definition 5"2.1

The potency of a string s to a person P is

iip (s) = M (F(Prs) P)

Definition 5.2.2

The separation of two strings s1 and s2 to a person P

is

å (sr, sz) = M (F(Pls, ), r(Prs2))
,', p
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It is read'iìy shown that

(1) ôp ( Sr, sr) .0

(2) ôp (sr, Sz) =6p (s2, sl).

(3) ôp (st, sz) = 0 if and only if s land s2

are synonyrnous (ie, have the same meaning so

thatF(P,sr)=F(P,sr)
(4) up (s) = ôp (s,¡)

With regard to our earljer definition of meaning, potency

is a measure of the meaningfulness of the string, and separation

a measure of the difference in meaning between two strings, as

perceived by the particular person P.

5.3 THE RELATIONSHTP BETI.JEEN ¡!I AND F.

I'le have set up a general language model consisting of

three separate parts; an "effect procedure", denoted by F,

which calculates the effect of a string on a person, a

comparison mapping, denoted by M, which enables persons to be

compared, and the "person", P, r{ho is the basis for the

compari son .

It is clear, however, that the point at whÍch F compìetes

its task and M takes over is a matter of convenience; two

simpl e exampl es wi I 1 ,i l lustrate thi s .

Exampl e 1:

Suppose that the description of P is a character string

of some form, and that the function F simply appqnds t-tle

input string s to this description. In this case the
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actual comparjson of the strings js made by M, whjch

would obviously be the most comp'ìex part of the mode'i .

Example 2:

Suppose that a person i s represented by a set of

numerical values representìng scores on a set of

'independent factor scales, and that F calculates

changes in these values and adjusts them accordingly,

due to the effect of the ìnput string s."The

obvious chojce for M'is simply the square root of the

sum of the squares of the djfferences between

correspondìng factors (this is "obvious" because of

the geometrical interpretation of the factor scores

as coord'inates of a poi nt 'in space when M i s s'imp1y

the Eucljdean distance between points) Clearly,'in

such a model, F would be very complex, and M

relatjveìy simple.

We note that the actual results, jn terms of the comparison

functjons uand ô, could be exactly the same for the two models.

This jllustrates the arbitrary nature of the poìnt of divis'ion

between F and M.

The concept of two mcdels which give the same results will

be exp'lored more ful ly i n secti on 7 " 1

5.4 Summary

In thjs section, '*ve have pr oposed a structure for a general
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ìanguage model; a model of this form is capab'le of reso'lving the

first part of the answer comparison probrem, which is to select

from a given reference set the string crosest in meaning to a

given string. l,le shall see later that many : processes which have

been used for answer comparison can be expressed as a model of

this type.

Before considering the models in more detaiì, we shall look

more closely at some of the underlying assumptions, several of

which have been deliberate'ly gìossed over in this section for

clarity in the exposition.
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ASSU]VIPTIONS UNDERLYING THE MODEL.

6.0 Introduction

hle now have constructed a frame work within which the first
part of the answer comparison can be resolved. However, this is
based on severa'l assumptions, many of which were not discusseci

during the development of the model; some of these assumptions

will be discussed in more detai'l in this sectìon.

The assumpt'ions may be divided into two broad categories;

some of them are general, in that they app'ly to any attempt to

automate the language process, while others are more specific

to our particular model.

6. I General Assumptions.

The much debated prob'lems of syntax versus semantics, which

we discussed earlier (see section 3.1) and the computability of a

ìanguage grammer (see section 4.3) both fall in this categony,

but will not be further discussed.

Perhaps less fundamental, but more sweeping in ìts impìica-

tions, is the cla'im that natura;l'language processing of the order

that we require is impossibìe. One exponent of this view is

Bar-Hillel ( t31, L964, chapter 12) who claims that high-

quaìity machine translation is not possible because the computer

is not capab'le of resolving some types of semantic ambiguities.

Among the examples he gives are

The box was in the pen.
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where the meani ng of "pen" i s "obv'ious'ly" an encl osure '

but could'in some pecufiar contexts be a writìng ìnstrument, and

The pen was 'in the inkstand.

The inkstand was in the Pen.

where the same problem arises twice over, with probably

two separate resolut'ions, unless the work being translated'is a

fantasy. Bar-Hi I I el poi nts out that the 'i nf ormat'ion on wh'ich a

correct selection can be based js non-l'inguistic, and that it

i s very di ff ì cul t to exp'lai n exactly what addi ti onal j nformat'ion

would enable a computer to correct'ly 'interpret the word "pen" itr

al I cases

we can distingu'ish perhaps four distinct cases. The first

case is that of a deljberate play on words; jn such a case, the

result'is almost certainly untranslatable'.aS jt reljes on a

specifjc ambìguity of the source'language which would probably

not be present'in any target language; in our context, the contputer

presumably should think

"meaning ambiguous - deliberate- p'ìay on word3

and respond

"very punny"

Natural language data processing has a'lonE way to go before it

reaches that I evel .

A second case 'is when the obvious interpretation is correct;

in the second example above, this would be

"The (writi ng ì nstrument) was i n the 'i nkstand '
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The inkstand was in the (enclosure)

and despite Bar-Hillel's misgivings, this poses no insuperable

problems; a program of the level of sophistication of l,,linograd's

, i10,, L972) could handle this. We note ìn passing that

l,'li nograd' s program i ncl udes a qui te def i ni te pÍ cture of the

"universe", which Bar-Hillel would claìm was non-linguistic, but

is, as we shall see the very basis of a language model.

The third case is when the "obúious" interpretation is

incorrect, but previous information is adequate to allow a

correct interpretation; this is a classical case of context, and

is in fact not significantìy different from the previous case

if "context" is interpreted in a wide sense.

The final case is when the obvious interpretation is wrong,

and there is no previous information to indicate this; jn such

a casee even a human translator would translate incorrectly,

and we might even conclude that hÍgh-quaìity (human) translation

is not possib'le. Naturally we must assume that the human will

later realise his error (if it can be legitìmate'ly called such)

and go back to correct it; since computers also can backspace

and alter their output files, we can presume that when the

probìems associated with the first four cases have been solved

thi s one wi I I present no major di f f i cul ti es .

The problem is thus essentially one of context; Simmons

33 1962) states
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l^lords may have many meanings.. .

How is a computer to select the

approprìate meaning or action?

The answer tends to defi ne context.

Unfortunateìy, many exponents of mach'ine translation seem to

define context as "that other information needed to resolve

ambìguity", and then claim that ambigu'ity can a'lways be over-

come by reference to the context.

An jnteresting view of the topic may be obtained by repìacing

the word "listener" by "context" in our working definition of

meaning, thus obtainìng:

The meaning of an utterance in a particular

context is the effect that the utterance has

on the context.

Language is a very comp'lex system of behaviour, and jt is

qu'ite reasonabìe to try to simpfify its description by the

mathematical appraoch þf abstaction; however, abstact descrip-

tions of language omit the one essential ìngredient, nameìy, the

human being who is the language user. While th'is process of

abstaction has unquest'ionably led to great advances in ljnguistics

the time has come when it must be real'ised that one of the

factors that makes hurnans the only satisfactory ìanguage

handling devices so far created is that they bring to the task

not on'ly the'ir knowledge of vocabulary and grammen, but also the

weal th of background i nformati on wh'ich Bar-H'i I I el I abel s " non-

linguisÌ-ic"; il- ìs non-
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ìinguistic in the same sense that the wheel is not an electronic

device - but who can imagine a civilisation with complex electron'ic

technology but no wheel?

Language is not an end in itself, but a tool;we use it to

descri'be and interact with a real world and it is on'ry by using

our built up knowledge of that world that we can understand and

use language. It is this built in knowledge of the world which

constitutes the context in which any particular statement is

interpreted, and of coursethe statement leaves its mark on the

person who interprets it, and thus becomes part of the context

in which future statements are dealt with.

Context, then, is a state of mind; it is the sum total of

past experience that the listener brings to his understand'ing

of a particular linguistic utterance. Any computer program which

is to deal with language at a level of competence comparable to

that of a human must have built into it (either by program, or

more likely by having the ability to accumulate its experiences)

its own picture of the universe in which it exists.

The questÍon that h,e are now faced by is whether this is,

feasible - can an adequate model of the world of experience be

stored and accessed by a computer quick'ly enough to give it a

reasonabJe language faciìity? At this stage, no definite answer

can be given, but allowing for the current rate of development

of technology, and supposing that much of human mental capacity

is not essential to linguistic abíìity, it seems reasonable to be
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more hopeful than Bar-Hi I I el .

6.2 Specific ns

In developing our model, we assumed a discrete time scale,

and pointed out that in a digitaì computer it is not possible to deal

with a truly continuous scale. The fact that humans are not able to

distinguish stimuli above quite low frequencies as distinct - for

exampìe pictures flashed at over about sixteen frames a second are

seen as continuous motion, rather than discrete images - indicates

that the discrete model can be expected to be at worst a very good

approximati on.

The other major set of assumptions relates to the description

of a person and environment at some time instant, and the possibiìity

of predicting the outcome of their interaction one time step later.

This is essentialìy a philosophica] prob'lem, and is not unrelated to

the discussion of the previous subsection. If it is possible to

measure every aspect of a person,and his environment at an instant,

and to compute their interaction, then it must follow that the person

had no "free will" during the time span for which the computation

was carried out; on the other hand, if peopte do have free will, then

Ít is not possible to describe complete'ly the state.of a person anci

his environment and the mapping which determines their interaction.

There is a paraìlel here with the uncertainty principìe of quantum

mechanics; one explanation of this princip'le is that any attempt to

measure the state of a system interferes with the system, and this

would certain'ly appìy t9 an attempt to measurq the state of mind. of
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a pèrson. It th'us seems unlikeìy that an exact description of thjs

for a particular person is or will ever be possible; on the other

hand, the descript'ion of a "typical " person, and a ,,typical',

interaction with the environment may well be w'ithin the bounds of

possib'ility.

6.3 Summary

The fact that linguistic ability ìs so central and basic a

part of human behaviour means that the possib'iljty of stimulating ii
on a computer raises considerations which are of a quite deep

philosophical nature. It is not within our scope to attempt to

answer all of these problerns; u,e note that they exist, and point out

that, if our task is to have any possibi'lity of success, the assump-

tions must be at least approximately satisfied.
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TYPES OF LANGUAGE MODEL.

7.0 Introduction

The result of comparing two strings by a language model of

the type described will depend, in genera'l on all three parts - the

effect procedure F, the comparison mappiñg M, and the person or

context P. However, if such a model has any generaì properties, these

would normally be associated with the combination of F and M, whjch

define the interaction of a string S and the person P. Thus in thås

section, we will be concentrating on the F and M combination and

investigatÍng some of the properties that they might produce in a

I anguage model .

We note at:this stage that defining F and M will specify the

form of P - for example, whether it consists of an array of numbers,

or a character string, or some other form - but not the actual value.

We might compare this to a human, who appear to be born with some

language facility (the F and M part of the model) and learn an actual

language by interaction with other people. In an ana'logous manner,

it might be possible to start out with quite general values for p,

and then condition it by applyíng to it a suitable body or text.

This could be particuìarly appropriate for answer comparison, where

often words change their meaning as the context changes through a

course; an example might be the word "deviation", which could be used

at one point in its statistical sense - standard deviation - and

another ín its pyschologicaì sense - deviation frorn the norm -
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within the same course.

Wìth these'ideas in m'ind, we cons'ider some of the properties

which might be found.

7 .L Equiva'lence of Langu e Model s.

We noted in section 5.3 that it is quite possible for two

djstinctly different language models to give exactly the same result.

Such models will be called strictly equivalent.

Defi ni ti on 7. 1. 1

Two language models (Fi,M1 ,Pr ) and (F2, W,P2)

are strictl uivalent over a lan guage L if, for any strìngs

st and s, in L

Mr (Fr (Pr,s1 ), Fr(Pr,s2)) = Mz(FzQz,51 ),Fr(p,sr)
(i'.e. 5Pr(s1 , sz) = 5P2(s1 , s2))

Strict equ'ivalence between language models js easily seen

to be an equivalence relat'ion, and is also easily seen to guarantee

that'the two models w'ill produce exactìy the same string to match a

given string in an answer cornparison. l-lowever, 'if these are to be

the criteria the requirements may be cons'iderably reìaxed.

Definition 7"1.2

Two language models are equ'iva'lent over a language L'if there

exists a non-negative rnonotone increasing reaì valued function of

a non-negative neal variable, such that f,or any two stnings s1 and

s, 'in L,

Ml (Fr (P1,s1 ),Fr (p1,s2)) = t (Mz(Fz(F2,s1 ),Fz(pz,sz)))

( i .e. ôPr (sr osz) = f ( 5P, (s1 ,s2 ) ) )
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A further relaxation is possib]e if one moder is permitted

to give an ambiguous answer when the other does not.

Defi ni tion 7. 1. 3

Two language models are weakly equivalent over a language

L if, for any strÍngs st , 52, ands, in L,

if ôpr (s1,Sz ) ,- ôor (sr ,s, ) then 6p, (rr ,sz ) ì ôp, (r, ,r, )

and'

if oo, (r, ,s2 ) < ,ô0, {s, ,s, ) then opz (srsz ) 1 ôpz (sr ,s3 )

(where oO, and ô0, refer to the separation functions of the two

models respectively).

l,leak equivalence is not an equivalence relation, being nef]exjve

and syrmetric, but not transitive; in fact we note that

Theorem 7.I.4

Every ìanguage model is weak'ly equivaìent to

(i) The trivial model for which

op (tr,sr) = 0

Fon aì 1 s, and s,

(ii) The strict equa'lity modei, for which

oO (.,,sz) -= 0 if s, = s2

=lifsrfsz

Proof:

(i) This is obvìous, since, taking the trivial model as the

first one in the definÍtion, the restrictions do not

apply as

ô
p1

(tr,t, )=o pl
(sr,s, )
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For al'l Sr, t, s3.

(ii) Again taking the given model as the first one in the

definition, if
oo, (s 1,s 2) ' 6p, (ì 

" r)

then thi s can "only" occur "i'f

op 
,.

(s ,,s,)=1
and

uo, (s ,'s,) = o

i.e if
st I s2, and sl= 53

then clearly we have

uP, (s"s') = o

while, by definition,

op, (sr,sr) > 0

g'iving

6p, (s ,,s r) ì ôp, (s ,,s.)
The other contingancy leads to a simílar situation, with

S1=S, and srls,
resulting in a sÍmilar conclusion, and the theorem is proved.

It is quite clear that the trivial model would be simple to

construct: 'if we take the description P to be a sìngle number

initially zero, and define

F (P,s) = P

for any s, tÈen with the obvious definition

M(Pt,P2) = lPr-Prl
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all of the requirements are fulfilled.
The strict equality modeì is perhaps not so obv'iousìy

poss'ible within the constraints of the models, but it turns out to

be again quite simple to construct: because strings are of finite

ìength and over a finite alphabet each string has a Gödel number

which is unique; if we now modify the above (trivial ) model by

def i n'ing

F (P,s) = P + 9n (s)

where gn (s) denotes the Godel number of strifl9 S, and define

M (P'P2) = 1 if PrI Pz

= 0 if Pr= P,

then it is easy to see that the requirements are all satisfied.

l¡le thus see that weak equivalence is not a very stringent

requirement. Equivaìence, however, is quite a strong requirement

and in fact two models are equ'iva'lent if and only if they always

produce the same result for the fìrst part of an answer comparison.

The hjerarchical nature of the three categories ìs illustrated by

the fol ì owi ng theorem

Theorem7"L.5

If two 'language models are strictly equivalent then they

are equivalent; if, t!,ro language models are equiva'lent, then they are

weakly equiva'lent.

Fnoof:

(i) l¡Je sìrnpìy take f(x) = x jn the dìfin'ition of equ'iva]ence.

(ii) If the models are equivalent
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ô.pi (st'1 ) =f (

ô (s ,s )=f (
Pr I 3

uo, (tt'sr))

eD (s r,s ,) )

Now if

ôpt

(s ,s ^)1rt's ,) ô
'Pz

(s 
r's r)

(s

t 6p r 
(s ,'s.)

because f is monotone increasing,

ô
Pz

and a similar result follows for the case when

up, (s ,'s r) up , (s t's ,)
Thus the requirernent for weak equivalence is met

7.2 The Context Independent Model.

We have assoc'iated the word context with the person P who

is the basis of comparison, and there are several senses in which we

mjght cons'ider a ìanguage to be independent of P, the most straight-

forward being the case in which the result of, companing two strings

does not depend on P.

Def i ni tion 7 .2.L

Two descriptìons P, and ! are strictly equivalent over

a ianguage L under (F,M) if, for every pain of strings s, and s, in
L, ôp, (s,,S2) = ôp, (rr, tr)

Def i ni tion 7 .2 "2

A 'language model is strictly context jndependent over a language

L if all descriptions F in the seù P are strìctìy equivalent over L.

Another way of worcling these definitions is to say that

(i) P, and P, ane s[rict'ly equivalent if (F,M,Pr) and

(F,M,P r) are strict'ly equivalent"
.qÌ
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(ii) The model is strictìy context independent if,
for any p1 and p2, in p, (F,M,pr) and (F,M, p2)

are strictly equivalent"

By analogy with the discussion of the prevÍous subsection, we

can define context independent and weakly context independent

model s :

Defini tion 7 .2.3

A language model is context independent over the language L

if' for al1 Pr and P, in P, (F,M,P1) and (F,M,P2) are equivaìent.

Def i ni tion 7 .2.4

A language model is weak'ly context independent over L if for

all P, and P, in P, (F,M,Pr) and (F,M,pr) are weakìy equivalent.

In these definitions, P must be understood to be the set oface oÇ Fhe Çocr".' reqvtireá b3 Fctnd r'1. A conl-¿xl- fn¿ epønàenl moàel
all descriptions whichnwiì1 always give the sane closest string

in an answer comparison, regardless of the initial p chosen, while

a weakly context independent model will give the same answer except

that some choices of P may give more "closest," strings than others.

The trivial and strict equality mode'ls described in the

previous subsection are both examples of strictly context 'independent

language models.

It is quite clear, however, that the meaning of natural

language statements may vary considerably with context, and so r/.Je

would not expect context independent models to be adequate for
comparing strings in natural ìanguages.
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7.3 The Recursive Model

l,Je would expect that in many cases, the result of p]acing

a person in an environment consisting of a stning

S=Sr 52

would be the same as placing the person in an environment

consisting of 51, and then in an environment consisting of 52;i.e.

F(P,Sr.Sr) = F(F(P,Sr), 52)

The requirement for this to be true might be that S, and S, are

both complete statements which are in some way independent. If
such a formula were to hold, the value of F could be found by a

recursive process, and so we term such a model a recursive language

model.

Definition 7.3.1

Let L
I

semi -recurs i ve

be a sublanguage of L. A language model (F,M,P) is

over L, if for any two strings S, and S, in Lr2 suÇh

that Sr.S, is in L,

F(P, Sr.Sr) = F(F(P,Sr), 52)

We call such a model semi-recursive because the recursive

formula does not app'ly in all cases. From the results of section

4.2 we can show that

Theorem 7 .3.2
L, l-hen il- ìs semi-re.curáive oV€'f

If a language model is semi-recursive over^any non-empty

subset of L-2I

Proof:

This follows irmediately from Theoren 4.2.6
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Theorem 7.3.3

If a language model is semÍ-recursive over 11, then for

any string S in Lr', it is possible to evaluate F(p,s) by evaluating

F only over strings in Cl_i

Proof:

The string S has a binary parse into elements of CL,

(Theorem 4.2.8)

Suppose that the first step of this is
S = Sr.S,

Then appìying the recursive forrnu'la,

F(p,S) = F (F (p,S1), 52)

If Sl and S, are not in CL, then they may be further decom-

posed into

Sr=Srr.Sr, ;Sz=Szr.
and, once again applying the formula,

F(p,S) = F(F(F(F(p,Sr,. ),Srr)Srr)Srr)

This process can be repeated until, after a finite number

of steps, only strings tn tr, remain in the expression.

It can be seen that the final evaluation starts with p, and

consecutively applies the terminal strings from the parse, proceeding

from left to right.

Defi ni ti on 7 .3.4

5,,

A language model ís recursive over L if there exists a

sublanguage L of L such that
1

Lr' = L
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and the model is semì-recurs'ive over Lr.

It follows from the definition that a recursive model is

semi'-recursive over any subset of L, and that it is necessary to

define F onìy for strings in C'-, as the definition is then extended

automatically to cover all other strings in L.

l,Je note the following property of a (semi-) recurs'ive

strictìy context independent model :

Theorem 7 .3.5

If a language model js both semi-recurs'ive over L, and

strict'ly context independent over Lr2, then for any strings Sn

and S, in Lr2, such that Sr.S, is also in Lr2,

uo(tr.Sr,Sr) = uO (Sz)

Proof:

6p (s1.s2'sr)

= M (F (P, Si, 52) , F (P, Sr))

= M (F (F (P, Sr), Sz) , F (P, Sl))

=fvt (F (Pt,s2) , PI)

where Pl = F (P, Si)

= M (F (P, 52), P)

= uo (Sr)

which is the required result.

7.4 The Metric Model'.
-l

hle noted earlier that M is almost a metric over P; if the

fÍnal requirement, the triang'le inequality, is met, then a variety

of interesting results follow. Before developing these, we define

(defi ni ti on )

( recursì ve )

(context 'i ndependent )
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the term "synon¡m" and prove a result that is true for any'language

model of the class we are consideríng.

Definition 7.4.1

The strings St and S, are synonymous in a language model if
up (Sr,S2) = 0

Theorem 7 .4.2

The relation of synonymy is an equivalence relation.

Proof:

(i ) Clear'ly ôp (S,S) = 0 for any S; the relation is

refl exi ve

.(ii) C'learly oO (Sr,Sr) = ôO (Sz, Sr) so that if
oo(Sr,Sz) = 0 then oo(Sz,!r) = 0; the relation is

symmetri c.

(iii) Suppose

ôO (Sr,Sz) = 0 and oO(Sz,Ss) = 0

Then by the definition of the mapping il, we must have

F (P, Sr) = F( P, 52)

and

F(P,52) =F(P, )S
3

thus giving

F(P,Sr)=F(P,53)
so t{rat

ôo (Sr ,Sa) = g

and the relation is transitive.
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An important fact about equìvaìence relations ìs that they

divide a set up into equivalence classes. l,üe will denote the set

of equivalence classes of language L under the relation of synonymy

by the symboì L.

Definition 7.4.3

A language model is metric over the language L if, for any

strings Sr, Sz, and S, in L,

oO (Sr ,Sa ) . oO(Sr ,S2 ) + ôO(Sz,S: )

This is a slightly weaker requirement than the requÍrement

that M sat'isfy the triangìe inequality, but it is adequate for the

proof of all of the results we require.

Theorem 7.4.4

In a metric language model, the separation function ôO ìs

a metric over the set L of classes of synon¡rmous strings.

Th'is requires no proof, as the triangle inequaìity was the

only missing property. It is necessary to introduce t to satisfy

the requirement that a metric be non-r..o t* distinct elements

Theorem 7.4.5

in a metric language modeì,

oo (3r, Sz) . uo (Sr) + uo (Sz)

Proof:

up {5r, 5z) a oo(sr,Â ) * ôp (¡, sz)

uo ( Sr) + uo (Sr)

Theorenr 7 -+,6

In a metric ìanguage model, if St and S, are synonymous,
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,ìnd

for any S.

Proof:

(í)

Simi larly:

uo (Sz¡ -1up ( sr)

and so equality nust hold

,p (St I - uO (sr)

uo (s1) = ôp ( st ,n)

: 6O (S¡, 52) * op ( 52, r\)

(ii) ôp (s,sr) :ôp( s"rSr) *. rp ( s2, Sr)

ô ( s,sz) + op

Si'mi larly

oO (S, Sr) :cO (S,S1)

and equlaity must hold.

Since the inequality

ôp (Sp 52) $p ( Sr) + uO(Sz)

holds ip.a metric language rrcdel , it is posslble to give a sensible

definltlon of antonymy: the two strings must have equal meaningful-

ness and be separated by the maxinum possible amount.

Deff nl llon 7,4.7

Two strfngs Sr.and S, are antonytns in a metrlc language model

1f

ôp(Sr,Sr) . zu'(s¡) - Zuo(Se)
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An interest'ing point is that the null string ìs both a synonyrn

and anton¡rm for itself .

The folìowing theorem relates to a model which falls in all

three of the categories we have considered.

Theorem 7 .4.8

If a language model is semi-recursive over L, and strict'ly

context independent and metric over 1,2, then for any strings S, and

in L 2 such that SI ,.Sris also in Lr2,S
2

and

u (St.Sz) . u (sr) + uo(Sz)p p

p p
Sr)

Proof:

l,{e prove only the second part, since the first is obtained

byputtingS= l\

ôo(si.52,S) . oo(sr.52, s1) + ôp(s1,s)

t uo(Sz) + oo(Sr,S)

(using theonem 7.3.5) which is the required result"

7.5 THE ADDITIVE MODEL.

Def i ni t'ion 7 . 5. 1

A language model 'is additive jf the person P 'is represented
\,

by an array of numbers only, and the mapping M depends oriiy on the

difference between corresponding eìements of the two P-arrays.

It will in fact be true that all of the specific models that

we consider will be both metric and additive.

uo (t, .S, ,s ) (ô (sr,s) + u

-{b
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Defini tion 7 .5.2

In an additive ìanguage model, the effect of a string S is

,O(S) =F(P,S) -P
(where the subtraction sign imp'lies findìng the difference between

corresponding elements in the two arrays F(p,S) and p)

Then we can see that

F(P,S) =P+EO(S)

which is the reason for the term "additive". In an additive language

model ,

oo (Sr,Sr) = t (En (Sr), Ep (52))

= M (Ep (Sr) - Ep (S2),0)

uo (s) = t (En (S), 0)

and the mapping M can be replaced by an appropriate mapping which

measures one person only; this would usualìy be a norm of some form,

so that we may write

uo (S ) = ll Ep (s) ll
oo (sr,sz) =l I ro (tr) - Ep (s2)l 

I

l,{hen an additive language model is context independent, we

have I lEp (s) | lis independent of p; this will often be because

Eo (s) is independent of P, and if this is the case, we will call

the model functualìy context independent.

Definition 7.5.3

An additive language modeì is functional'ly context independent

over the language L, if for any P1 and p2 in p, for all S in L

to, (s) = Ep, (s)
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Theorem 7.5.4

An addi ti ve , f uncti ona I ly context 'i ndependent I anguage mode'ì

which is semi-recurs'ive over L, is order free over Lr, where, by

order free, u/e mean that, for any S, and Sr'in Lr2 such that Sr.S,

and Sr.Srare also in Lr,

tO (Sr.Sr) = Ep (52.Sr)

Proof:

tO (tr.tr) = F (P, Sr.52) - P

= F (F (P, Sr), 52) - P

= F (F (P, Sr), 52) - F(P, Sr)

+ F (p,Sr) _ p

= EF(P,sr)(sr¡ + EP(sr)

= Eo (Sr) + Eo (Sr)

S'imi I arly

Ep (s2.Sr) = Ep (s1¡ + ro (sr)

= Ep (Sr) + Ep (sr)

= tp (S1"52)

Corrol ari es :

(i) 6^ (S1.52,52.S1) = 0
P

( i '¡ ) For an appropri ate stri ng

S = Sr"Sz.53... Sn

any stiìng 51 obtained by permuting the substrings

of S is synonymous to S

7 .6 Sumrnary

t,{e have discussed sevenal types of language model which fall
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into the general class that v¡as defined in sectjon 5.2; of these

by far the most important are the additive metrjc models, and we

now look at some of these as they relate to previous work in

rel ated areas.
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EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION

8.0 Introduct'ion

We have developed a structure for a ìanguage model, and

discussed various types of model that can arise within this structure;

the structure that we used was based on the observation that humans

are so far the only competent handlers of natural ìanguages.

in this sect'ion, we shall first of all show that the structure

can handle 'languages other than natural languages, by considerìng

work that has been done on the comparison of mathematical expressions.

llle shall then discuss the work of Osgood, Succi and Tannenbaum on

the empitical measurement of meaning.

8.1 Comparison of Ma'uhematical Expressions.

The case where the language under consideration consists of

well fonmed algebraic expressions is a partìcuìanly interestjng and

useful onen both on accounù of its app'lications ìn C.A.I., and

because, unlÍke the corresponding natura'l ìanguage problem, pnecìse

definjt'ion is possible.

Let us consider jnitiajìy expressions which involve onìy

one variable and which are defined, continuous and inteErable over

an intenval [a,b] ; such expressions can be considened as functions

of one argument.

Two such functions ar e equivalent over the interval [a,'o]

'if the'ir values are the same for al'l possible assignments of the

variable within that interval. Because of the restrictions that
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have been placed on the functions, an equivalent definition is
that the functions f and g are equivalent if

Ib (f (x) - g(x))2 dx = ¡
a

(it can be shown that this integral exists for the functions

cons i dered )

Furthermore, this 'integra'l is a measure of the least squares

goodness of fit of f as an approxìmation to g (or vice-versa) and

hence is a good distance measure for the 'language under consideration.

The numeiical approach to testing for expression equivarence

has been found to be quite fruitful; Lee ( ttOl , I97L, p65ff)

has shown that it is possible to test for equivalence of trigno-

metric formulae, and also to determine the set of identities r:equired

to transform one formula into another equivalent one, and cites the

work of 0ldehoeft, uJho showed that, for a wide class of functions,

comparing the values at one random point is enough to show

equiva'lence with zero probability of error ( lZql , ßlO)

It thus seems reasonable to approximate the above integral

numerically, and we shall show that Ít is possible to do thìs with

a language model of the type we have been considering, and that this

leads to the methods used in the works discussed in the previous

paragraph.

l,le take for thþ description P a vector of n elements.

P = (Pr,Pr, ...,Pn)

all initiaììy set to zero (or in fact any other arbitrary va'lue,

as the model we shall constnuct js context independent)
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The effect procedure consists of evaluating the input expression

at n arbitrarily chosen points, x'x2o...Xn, and add'ing each

reöult to the corresponding eìement of P. The mapping m.is based

on the standard Euclidean distance; we sum the squares of the

differences of corresponding elements, multiply this total by

(b-a), and divide by n.

The result of comparìng f with g is clearly

+ Ï(r(xi) -g1*.,))'h i=l l'
which is an approximation to

rb
J : (r (x) -g(x))2 dx

a

a'lthough 'it is probab'ly not the numericaìly best approximation.

Thus the'language model that we have set up provides for the

expressions of the restricted class under consideration, a compar-

Íson functÍon which satisfies

(i) o(f,s) , 0

(ii) o(f,g) = 0 if f is equivalent ot g.

(ìii) The value of o(f,E) is a Teast sqt¡ares measure

of the difference between f and g.

The case when only one po'int of evaluation is used gives the

methods of Oldehoeft and Lee which were cited above, and we see thaû

the probabiìity of ô(f,g) = 0 when f and E are not equivalent is,

even for this case, zèro (it must be apprec'iated that, given any

set X1 rX2:... *n of points of evaluation, there are infinitely
many non-equivalent functions which coincide at all of these points
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and thus give a ô of zero; however, if these points are fjxed at

random, the probability of two randomly chosen functions coincìdìng

on them and yet being non-equivalent is zero).

The generalisation to expressions involving more than one

variable and with possibìe points w'ithin the jnterval at which they

are undefined, is now obvious. care must, however, be taken, as

the method cannot be generaiised to functions which have finite
discontinuities; as a particular exampìe, take

f(x) =0 if x=0
= 1 if x I 0

g(x) =0 if x=1
= 1 if x I 1

where we see that f and g are not equivalent on the interval

| -Z,z), aìthough

fz (f(x) -g(x))2 dx = o
J'z

and the probabiìity that a randomìy chosen set of points in the

interval will show the difference between f and g ìs zero

The method use by Lee to find the set of identities (tne

consìstency set) needed to transform one expression into another,

by treating the trìgonometric functions as further variables,

also falls easi'ly within the scope of this Eeneraìisation, and his

concept of step size could be readÍìy neìateci to the second part

of our statement of the comparison problem.

h{e ùhus see that a sirnp'le ìanguage model of the type we are

cons'idering can be us'ed to compare mathematical expressions, anda
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that this cbmpari.sorì is c]osely related to methods used by others

work'ing ìn this field.

8.2 The t^lork of, 0s d Succi and Tannenbaum.

The work of Osgood et. a1 (tZ0l, 1957 ) marked the first steps

,in a new direction for the psycholinguists. These workers showed that

the emotive meaning of words could be specified by three score.s on

three independent scales; an evaluative (good - bad) scale, a

potency (strong - weak) scale, and an activity (active - passive) scale.

This was done by collecting a large amount of data from people, and

using the techniques of factor anaìysis to process their results.

From their resu'lts, they devised a test for evaluating coÍünon words

on these scales; the nesults can then be illustrated by making a

three-dimensional model, using the three scales as axes, and, among

other things they suggested that such mod.els could .have appìications

in the diagnosis of mental illness. They also showed that, (as we

might expect) this n¡ode'l does not vary a great dèa.l frorn person to

person for normal people, and that repetition of phrases (an exampìe

they used was "shy secretary") causes changes in the positìon of the

words which can be at least approximately predicted from thein

ì ni ti al pos'i ti ons .

The relevance of this work to our ìanguage node'l is apparent.

the person P is represented by a set of pointsn nepresenting the

words in tl.¡e three dirnensional space, termed the semantic space,

by Osgood et. al; the mapping M is sìmply the root mean square
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distance between corresponding po'ints, a measure very símilar to

that used in the previous subsection; the major probìem ìs as we

m'ight expect the definitìon of F, for which 0sgood et.al " g'ive

only a very rough formula applicable to strings of two words.

One of the maior problems in experimenting with the Osgood

model in order to find more information on the F function is the

difficulty of accurately evaìuating small changes in P and also

the fact that because the measurement is carried out by a lìnguístic

tool, the measurement tends to drown out the effect being sought;

thus they had to repeat any phrase many times'in order to ach'ieve

a measurable effect. However, the'ir resul ts are sti I I encourag'ing

evidence in support of the structure of the present models.

It must be remembered when we are consíderi'ng the work of

0sgood et.al. that the type of meaning be'ing measured is emotive

meaning and not the semantic meaning with whjch we are prìmarily

concerned, although at no stage do they nrake th'is clean. Thus thein

results are probably not djrect'ly appìicable io the prob'lern jn hand.

8"3 Summary

In this section, we have d'iscussed prevìous work jn two quite

distinct aneas and we have seen that in both cases the concept of a

'lanEuage rnodel , as we. have constructed ìt, fits 'in quite naturaì'ly

with the work t,hat has been done, and offers a conven'ient basjs for

its discussion.
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LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS.

90 I ntroducti on

The developement of the language models up to this po'int

has been compìetely abstract: we have not given any ind'ication of the

form that the descript'ion of a person might take or of the way in which

such descriptìons niight be obtained. We now consjder in more detail

the two portions, P and F, of such a model, and derive from the

generaì class of lan guage models a more restricted class which, for

want of a better naflìe, we shall call the class of language'interpreters

Language interpreters are add'itive and metric, gìv'ing ìn

fact a represenLation of stnings in a Euclidean space.

9.1 The Context Network.

As was stated in the introduction to section 7, humans appear

to have an inbuilt ìanguage facifity which is readiìy adapt to

handle ìanguages from Japanese to German. This faciìity we might

identify with the F portìon of a ìanguaEe model; this imp'lies that

F should be at'ieas'u to a large extento a general purpose procedure,

wh'ich further impìies that the meanings of spec'ific words should be

stored, not as part of the F section of the model, but in the

descri pti on P; 'í n practì ce, 'f,unctì on words such as prepos i ti ons and

conjunct'ions, which are prìncìpa1'ly concerned with indicating the

reiatjonshjp between the other words which carry the bulk of the

semant'ic content, mi Eht weì i be excepti ons to thj s general rul e.

We are thus faced with the problem of selecting a f,orm for
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P whìch will implicitly contain all of the semantic data for the

words of the ìanguage. In order to see how this might be done,

consider the problem faced by a human who encounters an unknown

word for the first tirne; the meaning of the word may be clear from

the context in which it is used, or the person may refer to a

dictionary, where its meaning w'i1l be related to that of other

words. The penson does not, of course, update his whole language

processing facìlities, but simpìy fjts the new word into its proper

pìace in relation to all other words in his memory.

Thus we shalj assume that the meanjng of a word is implìcit

in its relationships with all other words; the non-absolute nature

of th'is is comparable to the non-absolute nature of dictionary

definitions, and may incieed reflect a similar feature in human

ìanguage behaviour" lde shall restrict ourselves to the case where

the relationsh'ip between two words can be expl^essed as a single real

numben; such a relat'ion need not, of course, be symmetric.

The structure of, P wìll thus be represented as a weighted

network, the context networkrwjth the nodes being associated with

ejennents of the aìphabet, and each arc, which may be directed or

undirected, having a we'ighting which represents the relationsh'ip

between the two nodes wh¡ich it jo'ins. Since we would expect that

i n Eeneraì nearìy a'l 'l 
' possì bl e arcs woul d be s'igni f icant, we may

take this netwonk to be compìete, ar¡d this means that in practice

it would be stored as an annay, either square for the non-symmetric

case, or triangular for the symmetric case.
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9.2 The Comparison Mappi nq

The root mean square difference between two networks provides

a convenient means of comparing them. This is calculated by summing

the squares of the differences between corresponding weightings,

dividing by the total number of weightings, which is n(n-l) for
the non-symmetric case, and n(n-l)/Z for the synmetric case, where

n is the number of symboìs in the alphabet, and then taking the square

root. This ptocedure has the advantage of producing a representation

which is Euclidean, as we prove in the following theorem.

Theorem 9.2.1

A language interpreter is equivalent to a mapping of strings

into a subspace of nk where k is the number of arcs in the context

network, with the separation of two strings being the usual Euclidean

distance between them.

Proof:

Let E^(S) Ue the effect of stringsi then by taking the kp'

elements of E-(S) in son¡e well defined order, a k-vector is obtained.p'
Each element of this k-vector is div,ided by the square noot of k,

and the result is taken as the coordinates of the inrage of the string

S in a k-space. Thenu'll stríng of course is mapped onto the orig'in.

it ís clear from the definition of M that it corresponds to

the Eucjidean distance between the image points of two strings"

Since there are on;ly a countabJe number of, strings in any

language, it is clear that for any. gifen IarìEuage interpreter,
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not every point in the k-space'is the image of a strìng, and in fact

the result may be representable in a space of lower dimension.

The converse of this theorem is also true:

Theorem 9.2.2

Any 'language model which represents strings as points in a

Eucl'idean space of finite dÍmension is equivalent to a language

í nterpreter.

Proof:

We simply reverse the above procedure, and use the coordinates

of the points as a means of defining the effect of any string.

The requirement ís clearìy that if k ìs the dimension of the

space, we must have

n¿(7+/4k+1)/2
for the non-symmetric model or

n :> (f + /8k + I)/2

for the syrnmetric case, where n is the size of the alphabet.

lrle note, for example, that the semantic space of 0sgood et.al.

can be modelled by a ìanguage'interpreter; the requirement is that

the network have at least three nodes. However, this theorem, although

useful from a theoretical poÍnt of view, does not provide much t
practicaì assistance as unless the oriEinal model prov'ides a practica'l

means of calculating the coordinat,es of any gÍven string, it would

be almost ìmpossible to actually define an eff,ect procedure F which

would result in the required model.
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9.3 The Effect Procedure

The chief purpose of the effect procedure is to enable

calculation of the effect Ep(S) of any string S. Naturally, we

would expect that, for a ìanguage 'interpreter intended to deal with

the semantic meaning of strìngs in a natural language - and we must

remember that, as the example in section B.f illustrates, our

def initions do not necessarily 'imp'ly any restriction to such

ìanguages - it would be extremeìy difficult to derive such a

procedure, and we shall not attempt to do so here.

[nJe have a'lready seen that ìanguage interpreters are a subclass

of the add'itive rnetric ìanguaEe models. Particular exampìes may

be further class'ified according to whether they are or are not semi-

recursive, and are or are not context independent, and all of the

v¡onk of section 7 carries over to them.

9.4 Summary

The subclass of ìanguage models that we have called language

interpreters have several desirable propertìes: their form is

convenient to irnpìenrent, and permits a s'imple comparison mapping

which ìs inherently tuc'lidean and the class 'in principle includes

all ìanguage models which give such repregentations.

In the next sectìon, lve show how language interpreters can

offer a practical means of comparing character strings.
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EXAMPLES OF LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS

10.0 Introduction

So far we have been mainìy concerned with the theoretical

aspects of answer comparìson; it is now necessary to show that the

language models can produce acceptable results.

Rather than attempt to set up a full-scale model for the entire

Engl ish 'language, we shal I concentrate on a s.ing]e exampìe. The reference

set is given in Figure 10.0.1 and consists of the same six statements

used Ín the second example of section 2.3. The three additional strings

together with those in the reference set, w.ill be compared in turn w.ith

each member of the reference set; the exact match that must occur when

a string is cornpared with jtself will be ignored.

It is necessary to have a standard of comparirson. One possibiìity

would be to ask a sample of people to rank each string in the reference

set with respect to each other string; however, the selection of

appropriate distances from the resulting data poses some problems.

Instead, we shall use a cornparison .technique proposed by Morrison [Zi]
and described by Algebra in his paper on "string similarity and Miss-

pelìings" ([1], i967). This is a quite sophisticated method of compar-

ison, aìthough it does not re'ly on any specific properties of the Eng'lish

ìanEuage (such as the relative'ly smaìl information content of vowels).

It also is convenient as it leads direct'ly to a rneasure of siniìarity
which can be read'i1y converted to a distance measure comparable with the

separation measuÈe produced by a language interpreten.
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The results of this method will be compared with three'language

interpreters; the first two will be based on simple character by character

comparison, and the third one will use words as the basic unit.

10.1 The Standard Method.

The method proposed by Morrison is perhaps best illustrated
by an example:

let "An -enzyme-acts-as -a-ca ta l yst"

"An-enzyme- s peeds-u p-a - b i ochemi ca I reacti on,,

where we have

1 (Sr) = 28 ; l(S2) = 42

and S, and S, have a comrnon selection

SL2 = "An-enzyme-s--a-alat"
'¡ (sr ) -- ts

By a common selection we mean that the elements of Srz may

be found in the sarne order in both S, and s, It may be verified that,
althouþh 51 and s2 have several common selections of length 19, there

are none of length mone than 19; thus S12 is a lonqest comr¡on sel ecti on.

Morrison defined the degree of match between two strings as

the ratio of the'length of the longest common selection to the ìength

of the longer of the two strings; in the examp'le given,

degree of match = 19/ 
n, = 0.452

Clear'ly the degree of match is a rational number between 0 and 1, being

1 only for identical strings. It is more convenient for our ¡çprposes

to convert this to a distance measure by subtracting it from 1. Thus

we would have in the above case

S

s2

I
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d
.1923= 1- n= u-Z = 0.548

This distance does have quite convenient properties, as we shall not,'r pro

Theorem 10.1.1

The distance between two strings, as defined above, is a

rnetric over the set of all strings.

Proof:

(i) Clearìy d(St,S2) >0 being zero onìy for identical strings

we note that d(n,l) is undefined, but it js cons'istent to

define this to be zero.

(2) The distance is clearly symmetricras the'longest common

selection does not depend on the order in which the two

strings are given.

d(Sr,Sr) = d(52,St )

(3) The proof of the triangle inequality,

d (s1,s3) . d(si,sz) + d (Sz,sa)

'is more difficult and is given in fulì in Appendix A.

Thus the distance does satisfy the requirements of a metric

over the set of strings.

The general procedure for evaluating this distance is qu'ite

slow; it is in essence necessary to tny to match aìl possible common

selections, and this is a highly recursive process. Because of its

nature, the process was coded in assemb'ly language, and, running on

a small minj-computer, averaged approximate'ly twenty minutes per

comparison. The process is fastest when the two strings are identical

and napidly deteriorates as the strings becorne more and more dissimilal,

(sI,s2)
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Details of the program are given ìn Appendix B.

Because of its s'low speed, this rnethod would not as 'it stands

be suiiäUle for C.A.I. work, and Morrison suggests several alternative

methods for approximating the results with less calculation. It is

possible that the method could be used as it stands if a "threshold

look ahead" were incorporated Ín the algor.ithm; since the match would

'in any case be rejected if the degree of match fell below some fjxed

value (e.s. 0.6), it would be possible at each step to look ahead to

see if this value could possìbìy be achieved and thus avo'id following

up any fru'itlessbranches; this would.in fact improve the speed remark_

ab'ly as i t i s prec'ise'ly the unf ru j tful avenues whi ch requi re so much

calculation time.

The table of figure 10.1.1 gives the resurts of the compari-

sons for the test data using Èhe longest common selection method. Th'is

shows both the d'istances between the pairs of strings, and the resultìng

ranking of the reference strings in order of closeness to each one.

Note that as could easi'ly have been predicted the distance of any string

from the null strinE is unit¡r, and that

d (S1,52) . d (Sr,^)

in ail cases"

An interesting method of representing this data graphical]y

is to mark the strings on.a p'lane with the distance between the points

'inr proportion to the distance between the strinEs; st¡ch a representation
Êi

can or&y be an approx'imation, as exact representation in two dimensions

is not in genera'l possible, and further, as the plotting procedune
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involves a minimisation (of a function of twelve variables), there is

no general method of ensuring a best representation as opposed to a

locql minimum. This reìationship is shown for the reference strings

in Figure 10.7.2; the error in the representation is approximately

three percent.

L0.2 A Ful I Recurs i ve Context Ind endent Lan ua eI

This is the simplest possible form of 'language interpreter.

Suppose that the input strìng is

S = ldr Wz ... Wn

(where the elements are chosen from a set consisting of the aìphabet

and the space character.) then the effect procedure takes the following

form

nol-e:
f\: sÞring ìengl-h
!|1 : Y19 lwrork s iee .

(n umber oF node:)

Le t+t

t+l

óTA RT

o(n

¡aj+r

J<-l j<n

¡rtiê Nrr¡+ t

END
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From this it is clear that the result will depend only on the

elements present in the string, and not on their order; this is well

illusträted by the comparison of the results for the third and seventh

strings, which are anagrams of each other. In fact this model would

treat the string

"aaaaaa cceel mnn sss ttt yyz"

as a synonym for either of them, whereas the reference method treats them

as being quite distinct.

The simplicity of this interpreter makes it considerably faster

than the common selection method; the program was written in the BASIC

ìanguage and run interpretively on a mini-computer, taking less than one

minute per comparison. Unlike the comrnon selection method the time for

a comparison is proportional to the strìng length, and independent of the

actual maount of similarity between the strings. The time is, however,

proportional to the square of the network size.

A comparison of the thirtyfive distinct distances given by the

separations of the eight strings from the six reference strings and the

null string, disregarding repetitions or the dÍstance of a string from

itself, yields a correlation coefficient of 0.845" This is infact the

highest correlation of the three interpreters being considered.

The actual separations obtained are given in Figure 10.2.r,

and a graph of the relationship, scaled to be approximatley the same

size as the corresponding plot for the reference method, is given.in

Figure 10.2.2
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10.3 A More Complex In terpreter.

The second ìanguage intêrpreter has been specifically designed

to have the property

ôN(S,Å) =t Sl^
in cormon with the comparison method.

The effect procedure is based on a "normalisingl'process so that
the sum of squares of all the elements should be unity; the network is

initialìy set up with all zero elements. The procedure is:

No

Yes

N

No

[eZ

STAAT

Tel

çj -f

j* ¿-r

vlü. tolj

Nornoall€
neÈr.rorR

N"r*rs Nr,,.¡ I
T<- rlz

END
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AÏthough the comparison time for thjs method clearly 'increases

as the square of the string length, the actual time taken for the

comparisons made was not very d'ifferent from that of the previous method;

this is essentiaìly because dependence on the size of the network has

been el imi nated.

The correlation with the reference method is not very high,

being only 0.692; this is partly attributable to the fact that in thìs

model, some separations are greater than the separation from the null

string, and in fact the comelation does rise i?l',ìon-nrll strìngs are

cons i dered .

The results are given in Figures 10.3.1 and 10.3.2.

10.4 A Language Interpreter Based on Words.

Whereas the previous two 'language interpeters used the letters

of the alphabet and the space character, we shall now consider one based

on words.

The words in the dictionary are given in Fìgure 10.4.1. The

weightings in the context network were chosen as estimated differences

in meaning between the pa'irs; this is, as in both earlier examples, a

symmetric relationship. The chief features of the weightings chosen

are that "catalyse" and "cataìyst" are considered to be synonyms (in a

more extensive version they would be recognised as.ìnstances of the same

root word and only one dic'tionary entry made), "bi;logica1,' and "bio-

chemical" are close to being synonyms, and the words "in',0"up,,, and

"as" are a'lmost meaning'less. It will have been noted that the words

"u" r 
6"*", 

"ar'ef', "is" aind "v,rould" do not appear Ín the dictjonary;
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these words have very high frequency and very low meaning content, and

were glìiminated from the ínput strings"

Natura'lly, the ninth string in the sampìen because it involves

on'ly misspellings, does not fit into the framework of this model; in a

practical situation, the spelling errors would have to be resolved at thg

time of'looking up the words in the dictionary, and would not enter into

the main part of the rnodel. For this reason, the last string has not

been used in calculation of the correlations for either of the two previous

model s .

The effect procedure takes the folìowing form:

¡Jo

noþe, n"slring lengfh

m-- no o{ nodes
in net,utpr:R.

'les

tlo

þåo

k+k+¡

kel
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.ré" I
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'¡o

7es

This is in form a fulìy recursive modeì; for each inpùt word,

a weighting is distributed to each node, so that the weightings are the

same for two words that are exact synonyms, and decrease with difference

from the Ínput word; these weightings are then used to modify the

network values, and the network is then renormalised so that the sum

of squares of all its values is unity.

The results of this process have a correlation of 0.790 with

the reference method. The results of the run are shown in figures

10.4.2 and 10.4.3.

It 'is quite clear that the time taken wi'll be-proportional

to string 'length and the.square of the number of netwonk nodes; with the

given data, total time per comparìson was approx'imately one minute.

10.5 SUMMARY.

jej+t

j e I
J4m

T
fwb; - w ti)'
Ni¡ <- Nùj +

The three language interpreters demonstrated show quite
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reasonable agreement with the method chosen as a basis for comparìson,

and are considerab'ly faster than it.
One advantage that the language interpreters have is that the

effect of the input string need only be calculated once, whereas the

reference method has to start from scratch for each individual compar-

I SOn.

0n the basis of the results given here, the language interpret-

ers are seen to be an acceptab'le model for resolving the first part of

the answer comparison problem.
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CONCLUS ION

In this work, we have considered two separate aspects of

Computer Assisted Instruction: first, the des'ign of a practical C.A.I.

system, and second, the problem of answer comparíson.

The Adelaide University system 'is still the largest scale

C.A.I. system which has been designed and imp'lemented in Australia,

and offers many powerfuì faciljties. Its impìementation, even if only

to an experìmentaì stage, shows that Australia does have the capacity

to make significant contributions to research in this area. It does

appear likely, however, that practical appìication of C"A.I. technìques

'in this country will be centred more on the development of smaller

scale systems involving ìess initial cost; even in thìs area, the

design of the Adelaide system could well be taken as a gu'ide for the

kind of facilities that could be offered by such systerns.

Answer comparison has been d'iscussed, and some of the assoc'iated

problems pointed out. The history of naturaì language data processìng

is a brief one" and it is possible that the renewed emphasis on the

treatment of meaning, seen for example in the work of [.iilks (t39], tr972)

and W'inoErad (t401, Ig72), will be rnore fruitful than the earlier work

in this area. l^le have'investigated some of the phiìosophica'l and

practi cal probl ems i nvol ved i n cieal i ng wi th meani ng. A cl ass of

ìanguage rnodels adequate for the solntion of the ansr{er comparison

probìern has been proposed, and its relationship with some existing

models for both natural and art'ificial languages investigated; the

results of this indicate that the class of modeis is a useful frame-
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worl( for the discussion of ìanguage models in generaT. It has also been

shown that the language models proposed can produce results acceptable

in a präctical situation.

There are of course many other aspects of computer Assisted

Instruction; the design of a practicar system, and the problem of

answer comparison are certaihìy two of the most central, but other areas,

such as the preparation of bou"r. material and the design of author

ìanguagesrto name just two, are aìso important, and need further invest-

igation. It appears inevitable that C.A.I. will eventual]y be a part of

the normal educational process, but there is a need for considerable

work in the area before this becomes poss.i"ble..
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APPENDIX A

P THE TRIANGULAR PROPERTIES OF THE COMMON SELECTION PROCESS.

Let s' s' and s, be strìngs, and denote the maximum

common selections by sr. sr' and srr.

, and

*2*3 wk

l(srs) 'l(.rz) + l(s23¡ - l(sr)

Notation :

Lemma 1

Proof :

,!trr)' l(rrz) + l(szs¡ - l(sr)

Both s' and s

Let k = l(s2)

S2=w1

23 are substrings of s,

Then s' is form ed by choos'ing l(s12) elements from this sequ-

ence, leaving 1(s2) - l(stZ) elements unused. Now srt maY be

chosen from these elements, but if its ìength l(sZ¡) exceeds

t(sr) :'l(srr) then every element by which it exceeds this must

also be an element of srr.

Thus s' and s. have at least

t(srr) - (l(tz) - t(srr)) = l(s n) * l(szs1 - l(sr)

comrnon elements which rnust be in the same order.

However, these are selections of st and s, respectiye'ly, and

hence s and s must have at least this many common elements.
1 3

1.e

as was to be shown.
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Theorem L

Proof :

Proof :

Ifs 1' s. and s3 are of the same I ength,

d(s1, t3). d(sr, t2) * d(s2, ts)

This is straight from the lemma. Let l(tt) = t(st) - l(s¡) = l.

Then

l(sr3) ' l(s.,) * l(sz¡) - I

l(stt) ,l(ttz) * 
t(ttr) 

- ,.

I

Fromm lemma 1,

l(stg)' l(s,") + l(s¿r) - l(sz)

1(s2) - l(s13) 1t(sr) - l(sn) * t(s2) - l(srr)

t (srr)

I

1(s.,.) l(trr) t(stt)
1 - r' z 1 - rL + 1 -

l-ll

d(sr, 13) . d(s1, tZ) * d(sr, tg)

as required.

The general case iS more diffjcult to handle, and we break it up into

several cases. We note that because of symmetry between s, and st

in the required formula, we may assume i(sl) t l(t3)'and consider

only three cases.

Lemma 2

If l(sr) ' l(s1) then the triangle inequa'lity holds.

I (s i3 I (s t2)
+

) )
1

I (s
2

1

I (sr)
1

I (s
2
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But d(sl,sr) = 1 -

and, since 1(sr) . 1(sZ)

we have d(s1, sr) . t il:|-

Lernna 3

Proof :

Lemma 4

Proof :

and the result follows

t (sr) ' I (s2) ' I (sg) then the triangle inequaì ityIf
hol ds .

As before,

t(srr) ' l(sn) r l(sz¡¡ - l(sr)

l(s1) - l(sr¡) 1 t(sr) : l(trz¡ + l(s2) - t(sr3)

and dividing through by I (sr) ' 0
1 ( s" )

d(st, 13) . d(sl, sr) + d(sz" t¡) frt;fr

Si nce

If

< 1 the result follows.

'l(s1) 
' l(s3¡ > 1(sr) then the triangìe'inequa'lity holds.

I

As before,

l(st¡)'l(rrz) + l(s23¡ - l(s2)

t(sr) - 1(sr3) o l(si) - l(s12) + l(tz) t(sr3)

. l(s1) - l(riz) + ì(sr) - l(tzg)

and, dìviding through by l(ðr) I 0 
F
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vre obtai n

and since I (sr)

d(sr, t3). d(s1, 12) * d(sr, rg)

d(sl, ,3) . d(s1, ,2) * ffi o(s. sr)

1rrÐ-

as requìred.

Theorem 2

Proof :

For any three strings s' s. and s'
d(sl, t3). d(sl, tz) * d(s2,.¡)

The above lemmas have showed the nesúlt to hold in each

possìble case. The result is therefore generally true.
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APPENDIX B

THE LONGEST COMMON SELECTION PROCEDU RE.

The process of finding a longest common selection from two given

strings s1 and s2 is a recursive one. The s"imp'lest (a'lthough rather

inefficient) method can be readily described by the ALGOL like formula:

integer proqedure MATCH (pl, p2);

MATCH := if pl > 11 - pZ r 12 then 0

else if s1[p1] = s2lp2) then 1+MATCH(p1+1, p2+t)

else MAX(MATCH(p1+1, pZ), MATCH(pl, p2+1));

where the characters are assumed to be coded in the arrays

s1[1:ì1], s2[1:12]

and the match 'length is found by ca1ling

MATCH(1, 1);

This process, however, checks many of the possjbilities twice,

and so the method actual]y used is a modification of this which over-

comes the inefficiencies in the caiculation of

MAX(MATCt.i(p1+1 " p2), MATCH(p1, p2+t))

by evaluating only the first part of this and then scanning aìong the

second string f,or a character equaì to the characten broken or¡t of the

finst strÍng" The method was coded in assembly ìanEuage, jn order to

increase the speed, and a stack with four entries in each level was

used; these entries were the current values of the pointers pl and p2,

the current match ìength, and a f'lag set to -1 whjle evaluating the

first part, and to the result of this while bneaking characters out

from the second stning.
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_,The resulting procedure is quite rapid for short strings, or

for st,rings with a high degree of matching (and hence relatively little
genuine recursion), but deteriorates rapidìy with increasing string

length and difference.
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